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Budget Is 'Right on Target'
Deficit to Be Ended
In Three Years
Cornell's 1972-73 budget plans are "on target" with
respect to a program adopted last year which called for
the elimination of the deficit for the endowed colleges in
Ithaca in three years, but future plans face difficult
objectives, according to President Dale R. Corson.
Corson made these observations in his budget
statement to the University Board of Trustees. The board
adopted the 1972-73 budget at its regular meeting in
New York City last Saturday.
The budget for all units of Cornell for 1972-73 will be
$187.2 million, with an anticipated deficit of $1.45
million. This represents a 26.8 per cent reduction in the
University's estimated operating deficit of $1 98 million
for the current fiscal year.
The anticipated deficit for the endowed colleges at
Ithaca in 1972-73 is $1 097 million, down $334,000
from this year's estimated figure of $ 1 431 million.
The total University budget of $187.2 million is down
by $2.1 million, or 1.1 per cent, from the current year's
figure. However. University officials stressed that the
decrease in the budget is caused primarily by changes in
the method of presentation. Previously, the gross volume
of related activity sales was included in the overall total,
including sales by one University department to another.
The elimination of' these interdepartmental transfers
brought about most of the budget reduction.
If the 1972-7 3 budget had been prepared on a basis
comparable with past budgets, the total would be up
Continued on Page 13

Topics of Corson Press Conference
Include Finances, Sale of CAL
The continuing concern about Cornelf's financial future and complications connected with the
possible sale of Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (CAL) in Buffalo were major topics of discussion
in a Tuesday afternoon news conference featuring University President Dale R. Corson. During the
hour-long session in the Day Hall Board Room with the local news media, (Excerpts are given
on Pages 4-5), Corson, Neal R. Stamp, University counsel, and William D. Gurowitz, vice president
for campus affairs, also talked about the election of student trustees, financial aid, the report on
medical training in Ithaca, the ombudsman's report on COSEP, and the recent Big Red basketball
dispute.
On the financial front. Corson sketched a cannot continue indefinitely to make program cuts as a
way to balance income and expenses.
picture of guarded optimism. After reviewing
He also said that in order to keep private higher
the "serious deficit position" Cornell has been education competitive with public institutions it was his
in and the plans to work out of it, he said that objective "to stop the increase in rapid tuition rise, or at
least to get the increase in the tuition rate no greater than
for the current year "we're right on target, the increase in inflation." This, however, will not occur
possibly slightly better, if everything breaks in until the deficit is wiped out.
Corson addressed himself to such immediate concerns
our direction."
He went on to point out that Cornell will provide salary
increases in 1972-73. a situation that differs from some
other colleges and universities which will not be able to
increase salaries.
In response to a later question about University
finances. Corson made it clear that the problems go
beyond 1973-74, the year the deficit is supposed to be
reduced to zero. "We're not out of the woods" when that
time comes, he said, and observed that the University

as the rise in tuition and fees and the impact of Governor
Rockefeller's budget message on Cornell's statutory
units. He first stated that at last Saturday's meeting of the
Board of Trustees the board agreed to hold off final
determination on tuition and fees for the statutory
colleges in 1972-73 until the Governor's budget is
analyzed.
The Governor's budget creates a "critical situation for
Continued on Page 13

Medical Program
Here Opposed

Winter Wonderland
Both the students and the snow are back on campus for the first week of
classes, as this arts quad scene shows.

An ad hoc committee to study a proposal that Cornell establish a
two-year medical program in Ithaca for beginning medical students
has rejected that idea and has suggested that Cornell look into other
ways to assist health education, including developing an Area Health
Educational Center. (Complete text of the committee's report appears
on Page 12.)
The original proposal for a two-year medical program in Ithaca was
made in October by Dr. David Safadi of Ithaca as a means of
increasing the number of medical students in New York.
In a news conference yesterday morning in the Day Hall Board
Room. Dr. E. Hugh Luckey, vice president for medical affairs at
Cornell and president of the New York Hospital-Cornell Medical
Center and chairman of the committee, termed Dr. Safadi's plan
"simplistic" and said it was out of keeping with modern medical
education. "Dr Safadi's proposal is 30 years too late," Dr. Luckey
said.
He pointed out that while the goal of increasing the number of
doctors is good, it can best be achieved through four-year medical
programs. Many of these programs include early clinical instruction,
which would not be available in Ithaca in a two-year medical
program. Dr. Luckey said
Physicians in Ithaca are overworked now. Dr. Luckey said, and
would not have the time to participate in the kind of clinical
instruction needed.
In the committee's report, it was recommended that Cornell should
concern itself with developing a health educational center, centered
around Tompkins County Hospital, using the resources available in
the Ithaca area.
Cornell could form a base for such a health center, the report said,
by developing its own University Health Services, utilizing the
Contin ued on page 13
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Trustees Increase Tuition in Endowed Units
Tuition and general fees for Cornell's endowed colleges
will increase by a total of $200 effective at the end of the
spring semester, bringing the tuition and general fee total
to $3,000 per year.
The University's Board of Trustees approved several
changes in student charges at its regular meeting in New
York City last Saturday. The board deferred a final
decision on tuition and fee rates in Cornell's statutory
colleges until the full impact of Governor Rockefellers
recently recommended budget could be thoroughly
assessed. In a special action, however, the board
authorized the University administration to institute
increases in tuition and fee charges as needed to offset
anticipated reductions in State support and to comply
with a statutory requirement that the tuition of Cornell's
statutory colleges should be at least as great as those of
the state operated State University units, subject to
confirmation by the board's executive committee at its
February meeting.
The increases approved by the board for Cornell's
endowed units are comparable to those at pther major
private institutions and keep the cost at about the same
level as similar institutions, according to Samuel A
Lawrence, vice president for administration.
There will be an increase in tuition of $ 190 per year for

students in the College of Architecture. Art and Planning;
the College of Arts and Sciences; the College of
Engineering; the School of Hotel Administration; the
Division of Unclassified Students; the Graduate School of
Aerospace Engineering; the endowed divisions of the
Graduate School and in the first year of study in the
Graduate School of Business and Public Administration
(B&PA).
There will be an increase of $10 in the general fee for
all of Cornell's endowed units. The application fee for the
Law School will be raised to $20 from $ 15. There will be
a $20 charge for the reactivation of an undergraduate
admission application.
The increase in B&PA was made with the guarantee
that tuition and fees for those students will remain at the
1972-73 rate for their second year of study. Tuition and
fees for first-year B&PA students will total $3,200.
Students in B&PA who will be in their second year in
1972-73 will pay tuition and fees totaling $3,000.
Tuition in the Law School was increased by $215 per
year; students in the Medical College at New York City
will have an increase of $100 per year. The total tuition
and fee for the Law School will be $2,800 while Medical
School students will pay $2,500!
Adjustments in tuition or fees for Summer Session, the

Continues to Increase
Despite declining research support by government agencies at
some major universities, research expenditures at Cornell continue to
increase. W. Donald Cooke. vice president for research, has reported.
Total research spending for 1970-71 was $50.3 million compared
to $47.4 million a year earlier. Cooke told a meeting of the
University's board of Trustees last Saturday. This is an increase of 6.1
per cent.
"While this increase only keeps us a bit ahead of inflation," Cooke
said, "we are fortunate compared to most other major universities
which have experienced declining research support levels."
Cooke cited four reasons for Cornell's more favorable position.
First, he said. Cornell does not have any government contract
laboratories directly involved in the budgetary process. This type of
laboratory has suffered major reductions in funding and has
accounted for much of the loss in research spending in some other
universities.
A second reason, he said, is that the majority of Cornells
sponsored research is involved with educational programs. Another
favorable factor is that Cornell has a very broadly based research
program with income from a wide variety of external sources of funds.
Lastly, he said. Cornell's faculty has reacted to the shortage of
government funds by more than doubling the number of proposals
submitted.
Cooke discussed some trends in sponsored research which, he
said, were worth noting. Over a period of many years, for example,
the volume of research funding in the social sciences has been
increasing and probably will continue to do so.
"Opportunities are now available for projects in the humanities
through the National Endowment for the Humanities," Cooke said.
"The budget of this agency has been small but it is hopefully
significant that in a difficult year it has been tripled from $25 million
to $75 million."
Cooke said another trend which may have important implications
for future relationships between government funding agencies and
universities is a movement toward those agencies contracting with
universities for work on specific national problems.
"Such problems are in the nature of buying rather than supporting
research and will undoubtedly be more restrictive in scope with
increased emphasis on the generation of a research product within a
detailed time scale," Cooke said.
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The increase for graduate dorm rooms brings the cost
closer to that of comparable undergraduate rooms,
according to William D. Gurowitz, vice president for
campus affairs. The increased rate for married students'
quarters is for new leases, is guaranteed for three years,
and reflects increased costs. Gurowitz explained.
In 1972-73. there is a possibility of some selective
price increases for dining services. University officials
noted that it will not be known until later this semester
what, if any. the exact increase will be but it is anticipated
that dining prices will not need to be raised more than 34% on the average. There will be dining price increases
for Summer Session and summer conferences of about 5
per cent.

Former Cornell Vice President

Research at Cornell

19 7 0 -

Extramural Division and other programs will be made to
reflect the other tuition increases.
The board also authorized the adjustment of room
rates, apartment rents and food prices to permit
continuation of the policy of operating the University's
housing and dining facilities on a self-supporting basis.
Estimated rental increases are: most single rooms.
$40; graduate dorm rooms. 8 per cent, and married
students' quarters, 5 per cent. The rates for room rentals
for summer conferences is expected to rise 30 per cent.
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Muller

Named to Head Johns Hopkins

The Trustees of The Johns
Hopkins University last Thursday
elected Steven Muller the tenth
president of the institution.
Muller. 44. a political scientist
and former vice president for
public affairs at Cornell, has
served as provost of Johns
Hopkins since last April.
He will take office Feb. 1.
succeeding
Milton
S.
Eisenhower, who served as
president of Johns Hopkins from
1956 to 1967 and then returned
to the post last spring following
the
resignation of
Lincoln
Gordon, the University's ninth
president.
Announcement of Muller's
election was made by Robert
D.H. Harvey, chairman of the
Johns
Hopkins
Board
of
Trustees, following a special
meeting of the Board.
In a prepared statement. Mr.
Harvey said:
"The election of Steven Muller
culminates ten months of an
arduous search and selection
process during which time the
qualifications
of sccres of
potential
candidates
were
examined with great care.
"During this period many at
Johns Hopkins, including the
Trustees, have had the added
advantage of becoming well
acquainted with Dr. Muller. His
performance as provost, a highly
sensitive and difficult position,
has been exemplary. This fact,
coupled with the information we
gained during a long and
intensive
search
process,
convinced the Trustees that in
him we have a person with great
vitality and imagination, a keen
intellect and a proven ability to
administer a complex university.
We are delighted he has
accepted our Invitation to lead
Johns Hopkins and we have
pledged to him our utmost
support in the months ahead."

Since last April, a sevenmember Trustees' search and
selection committee assisted by
a 17-memL>er advisory group

International Studies and in
political science in the Faculty of
Arts and Sciences.

Muller is a specialist in
comparative government and
international
relations,
particularly
concerned
with
political developments in Europe.
The author of a textbook in
comparative government and of
a number of professional articles
in this field, he has been a
member
of
the
American
delegation at several meetings of
the International Conference on
Science and World Affairs.

Steven Muller
made up of faculty, students, and
alumni reviewed candidates for
the University presidency. The
advisory group made its report to
the Trustees' committee last
month.
In a statement
to the
University community. Muller
said:
"This is a solemn moment of
dedication. American universities
today cannot expect easy times
or answers. Johns Hopkins was
born as the first great graduate
University in this country, and it
stands for scholarship of the
highest order.
"I am pledged to this pursuit of
excellence. We must strain every
fiber to give our best to
everything we do. If all those
connected with Johns Hopkins
will join me in this commitment,
we can face the future with
confidence."
As provost of Johns Hopkins.
Muller has served as deputy
president, which involved a
broad sharing of presidential
responsibilities in both external
and internal matters, and also
exercised the responsibilities of
academic vice president. He has
academic
affiliations
as
professorial lecturer in the Johns
Hopkins School of Advanced

Before coming to Johns
Hopkins, Muller served for five
years as vice president for public
affairs
at
Cornell.
Cornell
Chronicle was begun under his
aegis in 1969. From 1961 until
1966 he served as director of
Cornell's Center for International
Studies. Between 1961 and
1971 he also held a tenured
appointment on the Cornell
faculty as associate professor of
government and continued to
teach both undergraduate and
graduate students in addition to
his administrative
responsibilities.
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Chemists Experiment

New Teaching Techniques Tried
Amidst the traditional Bunsen burners and test tubes of
Baker Laboratory, Cornell professors are testing some
non-traditional teaching techniques that could have wideranging effects on chemistry education.
If their innovations continue to be successful, the
professors say, they could change the face of future
chemical teaching laboratories at Cornell.
The prime mover in the changes is Charles F. Wilcox,
professor of chemistry and chairman.of the Department
of Chemistry's Undergraduate Curriculum Committee.
"Our central theme," Wilcox said, "is to use the
chemical laboratory to teach students how to design and
execute chemical experiments rather than to illustrate
chemical principles."
Wilcox said he thinks changes in teaching laboratories
are needed because traditional laboratories have "gone
stale." He thinks this is so because many students
couldn't see the relevance of laboratory work to every day
life and contemporary scientific problems He hopes the

Prof. Charles F. Wilcox

changes he is making will help solve this problem.
Wilcox and his committee considered the five
traditional types of laboratories when they planned their
new approach to teaching laboratory techniques. The five
are the organic, physical, inorganic, analytical chemistry
and instrumental analysis laboratories. Elements of these
five traditional laboratories were welded into a single,
new sequence of courses which stresses how chemical
experimentation can be conducted.
The first course of the sequence, innovative at Cornell,
was designated Chemistry 301 and enrolled 350
students last semester when it began after five years of
planning It took this long, Wilcox said, because it was
not always easy to get colleagues to relinquish the
traditional techniques.
The sequence of courses was designed so students
could drop off at any of the five stages and still have a full
unit of study. In establishing the five stages, the three
major concerns of chemistry—separations, identification
and measurements—were considered
Along with the new sequence, the concept of team
teaching was introduced, another first in the Department
of Chemistry. Chemvstry 301. for example, was taught by
two persons; Chemistry 302 will be taught this spring by
four; Chemistry 303 will have a teaching staff of three or
four. The other courses \n the sequence are designated
404 and 405 and will be special topic laboratories
Students taking the courses have the help of teaching
assistants who will be at every afternoon laboratory
session and have the use of computers in an interactive
mode for the first time. This means the students have
direct communication with the computer. The semester
consists of two three-hour laboratory sessions and two
hour-long lectures.
A student questionnaire showed that two thirds of
them were strongly in favor of the new approach; the
other third wanted no part of it There seemed to be no
middle ground, Wilcox said.
Although the teaching innovations have required no
physical changes. Wilcox said that long range plans call
for new kinds of modular laboratories which will permit
students to work both with chemicals and instruments,
eliminating one of the weaknesses of present laboratory
setups.
"We feel these changes are necessary," Wilcox said,
"because we don't want to train technicians. We're trying
to teach the students how to do things they've never
done before. That takes a little imagination."

Feb. 14 Is Deadline
For Turning In
Senate Petitions
Members .of the Cornell communrty who wish to run in
the University Senate elections at the end of February
may still pick up petitions in the Senate office in 133 Day
Hall and in department offices on the campus. All
petitions must be turned in to the Senate office by 5 p.m.
Friday, Feb 4
Petitions for the two student seats on the Board of
Trustees may be picked up in the Senate Office only.
In preparation for the election, all undergraduates are
reminded that they will need their student identification
cards to vote at any of the 11 polling places on the
campus Feb 24 and 25
Graduate students, employes and faculty members will
vote by mail ballot. The ballots will be mailed Feb. 25 and
are due back in the Senate office by 5 p.m.. March 3.
According to rules set up by the Senate's Internal
Operations Committee, nominees are not to use
University mails or University materials and equipment in
their campaigns. Campaign posters must be posted in
accordance with University rules. These rules are printed
on Page 29 of the Student Organizations Reference
Manual, which is available in the Office of the Dean of
Students in Barnes Hall.

Senate Votes Approval
Winch Acting Chairman
Of Natural Resources Dept. Campus Life Budget Okayed
Dean Charles E. Palm has announced the appointment of Prof. Fred E. Winch as
acting chairman of the Department of Natural Resources at the New York State College
of Agriculture and Life Sciences at Cornell
Born and brought up on a farm in Middlesex County. Mass., Winch was graduated
from the University of Maine with a B.S degree in forestry in 1936. Later that year he
came to Cornell where he became a research assistant and earned the MS. degree in
forestry in 1937.
From 1937-1943, Winch was a forester and farm planning technician with the U.S.
Soil Conservation Service in Virginia. In 1943. he returned to Cornell where he became
extension specialist in forestry, working primarily with 4-H groups.
Today his interests at Cornell focus on
the development and maintenance of rural
forest resources for wood products,
recreation, and water resources and the
Morton Adams of Rochester, who
effects of taxation on land use policies. He
was recently re-elected president of the
is also responsible for the program on
New York State Agriculture Society,
production of maple syrup.
will continue to serve as an ex officio
In 1955-56 Winch spent 15 months in
member of the Cornell Board" of
Libya with the International Cooperation
Trustees. The University charter calls
Administration, advising the Provincial
for the president of the society to sit on
Government of Cyrenaica on reforestation,
the board in an ex officio capacity.
management, and nursery establishment.
Adams, president of Curtice-Burns,
Ten years later, while on sabbatic leave.
Inc. in Rochester, has served on the
Winch attended the World Forestry
Cornell board since 1965. In 1971 he
Congress in Madrid, Spain and continued
was chairman of the Ad Hoc Cornell
his studies of forest management and
Trustee Committee to Study Cornellmultiple use of land in Germany.
State Relations. He is a member of the
Switzerland, Austria, and Italy
buildings
and
properties
and
In 1969 he was honored by "The
development
advisory
committees
of
Northern Logger" magazine for his
the
board.
outstanding service to forestry.

Adams Continues
As Trustee

The $16.3 million budget for the
Division of Campus Life was approved by
an overwhelming
majority at the
University Senate meeting Tuesday night.
The loss of a quorum at 10:20 p m.
caused the Senate to adjourn before
considering a bill on the display of holiday
decorations on the campus. The Senate's
usual adjournment time would have been
10:30 p.m.
After having received tentative approval
from the Senate at its Dec. 14 meeting,
the budget went to the Board of Trustees
last week for approval. The board
generally approved the budget, although it
rejected the following budgetary guideline
changes recommended by the Senate.
—that the Student Housing Enterprise
budget receive $20,000. which is an
estimate of the interest earned on housing
income beyond funds used for current
expenses;
—that the Student Housing Enterprise
Budget receive $5,000 from unrestricted
funds as partial support of the resident
advisers program.
The Senate also passed a bill that would
allocate an additional $1.50 from the
general
fee, which
is
paid by
undergraduate and graduate students, to
be used by the Undergraduate Finance
Commission
and
the
Graduate

Coordinating Council. The two groups
provide funding for various student
activities.

In another action, the Senate rejected
an amended housing reorganization bill
that would have reinstituted the freshman
residency requirement in University
housing.
The
freshman
residency
requirement was dropped Dec. 15 in
accordance
with
a prior
Senate
recommendation.
William D. Gurowitz. vice president for
campus affairs, reported to the Senate
that various actions are being taken within
the Division of Campus Life to recycle
materials and use recyclable materials
when possible as recommended by the
Senate.
Among present efforts in this direction,
Gurowitz said, are the collection of
recyclable materials in the dormitories
and an attempt to get vendors who serve
the dining services to use soft drinks in
aluminum cans that may be recycled.
Because collection of recyclable materials
is a problem, Gurowtiz
said a
representative of the division is trying to
work out an agreement with a local group
to collect such materials.
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Excerpts From President Dale
As always, financial matters are high in our
consciousness. You know that the Board of Trustees held
their meeting in New York City this past weekend. This is
the annual meeting at which the budget for the upcoming
year, the 72-73 academic year, was approved. This is a
general budget. It applies to the endowed colleges in
particular. I will talk about the statutory colleges later.
As you know we've had a serious deficit position in
recent years. Last year our trustees gave us a three-year
period to work out of that deficit. We have started the
current year with a projected deficit of something like
$1.5 or $1.6 million. Our three-year plan had a deficit of
$1.1 million projected for the 72-73 year and a zero
deficit in 73-74. As far as the current year is concerned,
we're on target. We never know, of course, what will
happen in a number of categories. There are uncertainties
unexpected financial crises or costs that might arise, but
as near as we can tell at this point, we're right on target;
possibly slightly better, if everything breaks in our
direction The budget which we proposed to the trustees
for the 72-73 year is also right on target as far as the
deficit is concerned. To be on target we set ourselves
goals of cutting back programs. We started the threeyear program with successive program cutbacks of 4 per
cent. 3 per cent and 3 per cent in costs of dollars on the
academic side, and three successive 5 per cent cuts in
programs on the administrative side. Those are the
program cuts we've imposed in the upcoming year's
budget. This. I remind you. is in cost of dollars; inflation
has to be added on top of that.
We will have salary increases. We're not in the position
that many universities in this country are in where there
have been no salary increases.
The California university system is in its third
successive year of no salary increases for faculty and. as
far as I know, for staff, though I'm not as sure of the staff
part of it as I am of the faculty part. We will continue to
have salary increases. These have to be within the
guidelines that wage and price policies dictate. We have
operated within the guidelines proposed.
In order to meet the inflationary costs and to work out
of the deficit position, there will be a general tuition and
fee increase. The news release issued Monday by the
Office of Public Information quoted numbers for the
statutory college tuition and fees which were not adopted
by the trustees. In fact, none were adopted because the
Governor's budget message came so late and has such
impact on us that the full implications of that budget are
not yet analyzed. We asked our trustees to hold off on any
final determination of tuition and fees in the statutory
units for 72-73. They did that. The time is short, of
course, because we have to tell students what the tuition
and fees are going to be. so we have to complete the
analysis of the state budget as rapidly as we can.
The Governor submitted his budget last week. It has
heavy impact on public institutions. Both the State
University and City University at this stage are projected
to operate on stand-still budgets. This is in the face of
rising costs, expansion of program, heavy demands for
new students It's a critical situation for the State
University and their troubles are reflected in what's
projected for our statutory college units. The overall cut in
actual dollars available to our statutory units in the'
Governor's budget is 5.4 per cent. I caution you that this
is the Governor's budget and is not the final budget. What
the Legislature does with it remains to be seen. And I
remind you also that there's always a supplemental
budget which is adopted late in the legislative session
which, at least in principle, has the possibility of making,
changes in the budget the legislature adopts. These cuts
in actual dollars are within a policy, a general guideline
policy, for units of State University which fall within a 3 to
7 per cent overall cut, depending on the unit. There are
two exceptions to those general guidelines as far as our
units are concerned. The Governor's budget proposes an
8.8 per cent reduction for the School of Industrial and
Labor Relation and 11.5 per cent reduction for the.
Geneva Agricultural Experiment Station. Why those
differences exist, I'm not sure We've had no chance to
interact with either the State University or with the State
Budget Office on these numbers, so that we don't know
what is behind these particular numbers in the
Governor's budget. We will be exploring the situation as
rapidly as possible. Hopefully, there will be clarification of
what the Governor's budget means soon We. of course,
will be dealing with the fiscal side of State University in
clarifying the issues. If I didn't say so before, I should

remind you that the fiscal year for the State is different
from the endowed college fiscal unit. The new fiscal year
begins on April 1 in the State of New York instead of July
1 when it begins for the endowed side of the University,
so that we always have that complication to live with.
I'd like to speak about the Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratory. The Cornell board reaffirmed its action on
the policy decision that was made in 1968 for total
separation of the laboratory from the University. You
know that has turned out to be a difficult task. We were
held up in the courts until last May. enjoined from selling
the laboratory, separating it from the University, through
action brought by the Attorney General. This was
resolved in our favor in the Appellate Division of the New
York State courts last May. We had a three-month
moratorium while the laboratory and the University
reassessed the situation We've gone through the fall
with a vigorous effort to assess the sale potential, what
could be done to the laboratory in this regard, and
assessing what would be the laboratory's interest
Several things have happened. The aerospace industry,
which is the laboratory's principal field of endeavor, has
had a severe recession, so that the volume of business in
the aerospace area is greatly reduced from what it was a
few years ago. The recession in the economy generally
has been serious, and this also had its effect on the
laboratory. Another factor has entered the picture. There
was a Tax Reform Act of 1969 concerning which the
Treasury Department has been issuing regulations. The
courts and legal experts have been attempting to
interpret those regulations. This has proceeded to the
point where there may be complications having to do
with the separation of the laboratory from the University.
This is a highly technical matter. Mr. Stamp is here, but to
put it in perspective: although this is a highly
complicated, technical tax problem, it isn't the kind of
problem that will prevent the University from divesting
itself from the laboratory in an appropriate manner, but it
will have serious effects on the details, the form, in which
that separation takes place. We have sought outside
counsel to help us clarify this issue. We will be
proceeding to find the solution to this technical problem
as well as a buyer or an effective manner by which to sell
the laboratory. At the same time, we're encouraging the
laboratory's management to explore new lines of
endeavor.
Q: I'd like clarification on the subject of exactly what
the tax problem is in regard to the selling of CAL ? What is
the problem? What is the obstacle?
A: (Stamp) As the President just stated, it's the Tax
Reform Act of 1969 which has interceded since the
original decision to separate CAL. From our standpoint,
it's a matter of proceeding slowly and cautiously to
assure that we're in compliance with what is a very
technical statute and one which has not yet received a
sufficient amount of interpretation in the courts or
otherwise, so that we can really be certain what it means.
So, it's not a particular, specific "obstacle," I believe your
term was; it's a case of go slow and be certain that we're
in compliance.
Q: Is it possible that as a result of the Tax Reform Act
that the University will take a financial beating with the
saleofCAL?
A: (Corson) That is one of the big worries It's one of
the reasons for being sure that we're in compliance with
the act. One of the reasons there are no buyers at the
moment is because of the state of the aerospace industry.
Everybody has cut back and is not seeking to expand. The
market's not very good for sale at the moment, though
we've talked to a number of conceivable buyers.
Q: You speak of proceeding slowly and cautiously.
When could CAL be sold?
A: CAL could be sold any time the lawyers can be sure
that we have handled the tax problems appropriately.
Lawyers don't necessarily work'very fast, if I may say so I
would think we would be talking about a few months,
until summer, if I understand the situation adequately
But that presupposes that there is a buyer.
Q: Are there any alternatives to sale, such as perhaps
turning the facility into something else for use by the
University, if there is no buyer?
A: The problem of turning it into something else for use
by the University, of course, is a topic that has been of
considerable interest for some time. About 25 per cent of
the business of the laboratory is in the non-defense area.
The 25 per cent unfortunately is not a much greater
-fraction than was the case three or four years ago. We've

always had 15 or 20 per cent outside the defense area
We've had an active and high quality program in
automobile safety, for example. We have moved into the
transportation field generally. There has been work that
has to do with environmental quality control which, as far
as I know and believe, is good work. Unfortunately,
there's little money available for this kind of work. It takes
about $2.5 million a month of new business to keep the
laboratory going. Every laboratory of this type in the
country, which has suffered heavily in the aerospace
recession, is out scrambling for the few dollars that are
available. There are areas of the laboratory that would
have considerable interest to our engineering college. For
example, if we had a branch of the laboratory in Ithaca
that dealt wholly with matters that were of interest to our
engineering college, that would be in the best interest of
the University. The chances of doing that, and doing it
with any degree of funding that's significant, are
vanishingly small at this point. One thing I should
comment on In the period that the aerospace industry
has suffered heavily, the laboratory management at CAL
has succeeded in turning the laboratory around, putting it
on a sound financial basis, and its total business is
actually growing, but with the non-defense part of this
business growing very slowly.
Q: The Governor appears, in his budget proposals, to
have adopted some of the recommendations that you
and other prominent university presidents made,
particularly in the area of scholarships. Do you feel that
jhese recommendations approach the volume of help for
private and public institutions you expected or for the
students going to them?
A: I'm not sure that the Governor's recommendations
were detailed enough to make a careful, reliable estimate
of the impact possible. I think everyone was surprised at
what the Governor said. I was certainly surprised and. as
far as I can tell, everybody else" in Albany ws surprised at
what the Governor said. He certainly endorsed the
general principles that the private colleges and
universities in the State have endorsed. There are two
steps that have to be taken now and will be taken soon
— in the next week probably — which will put us in a
much better position to answer your question The first is
the report of the Hurd Commission. The Governor and the
legislative leaders. Mr. Earl Brydges and Mr. Perry
Duryea. appointed a task force late last fall to study the
financing of higher education in the state. This was an
idea suggested by Senator Warren Anderson of
Binghamton. chairman of the Senate Finance Committee,
a year ago when the session opened. Nothing came of
his resolution, but the Governor and the two legislative
leaders acted in the late fall to move in the same direction
Senator Anderson had suggested. They established a
task force under the chairmanship of Dr. T. Norman Hurd
who until a year or two ago was the State budget
director Now I believe his title is director of state
operations He's one of the Governor's principal
assistants. He has a task force made up of legislators and
private citizens. They have been seeking input from
anybody who has anything to say on the subject. They
have a staff which has been trying to analyze the problem
of financing higher education in New York State. They've
sought input from the New York State Department of
Education. Recommendations which the private colleges
and universities of the state made were made to the Hurd
Commission, as well as to the Regents. The second thing
that will happen soon is the recommendation from the
Regents. It's my belief that they also will be
recommending a program for means of financing higher
education in the State. Both the Hurd Commission study
and the Regents study will be recommendations to the
Governor and to the Legislature. After those
recommendations, which will be in much more detail,
with costs attached than the Governor had in his broad
recommendations, then we'll be able to see what the
impact is going to be: how much it would cost the state,
what it would do for the public institutions, what it would
do for the private institutions. I want to emphasize that as
serious as the private institutions' problem is in New York
State — and I can tell you that the Cornell situation is
one of the milder ones, we're in better shape than very
many private institutions in New York State — the public
situation is just as serious, if not more so There are
public institutions that are going to have to curtail
programs, that are perhaps going to have to close
facilities. The State University has some three million
square feet of new space ready for occupancy here. The
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State University has asked for some $90 or $95 million
of additional funds to carry out the mandated increases,
to take account of inflation, to pick up the new facilities
that are coming on line. Instead of the $94 million they
asked for. they have a standstill budget in the Governor's
budget, they're in a desperate situation.
Q: In regard to Dr (David) Safadi's proposed two-year,
pre-clinical medical school, how do findings of Cornell's
committee (the Luckey Committee) deal with the problem
of moving toward providing more doctors, which seems
to be the basis of the doctor's proposal?
A: I was handed the report of the broadly based
committee, under the chairmanship of Dr E. Hugh
Luckey. last weekend. I read it. I've had no chance to try
to understand it all. except that the establishment of the
two-year medical college in Ithaca, the committee finds
inappropriate. When I do understand it I will still be
unqualified to discuss it intelligently. There will be a news
conference tomorrow (Wednesday) morning, at which Dr
Luckey will discuss the committee report, answer
questions, talk about all the implications.
Q: Could you elaborate at all on the proposal tor an
area health center, perhaps as an alternative in upgrading
the health services in Tompkins County?
A When we end here Mr. (Arthur W ) Brodeur (director
of public information) will hand out copies of the report,
so you will have it. The question of an area health center
is one I think I'd better leave to Dr. Luckey to discuss It is
a concept that has been embodied in various federal
legislations having to do with the health professions I
think I'd be getting pretty far out on a limb if I start to
discuss it.
Q: Coming back to the problem of the State budget. I
understand that it's not clear what exactly will be
required in the statutory divisions at Cornell, but I'm
wondering whether you've contemplated what sorts of
cuts will be necessary and what sorts of tuition raises will
be implemented and when?
A: The only question that I can answer has to do with
when tuition increases will be implemented. That would
be for the 72-7 3 year. With the Governor releasing his
budget only a week ago. I've had a copy of the budget in
my hands once. I looked up in the budget to see what
was proposed for the Bundy Fund for private higher
education and I looked to see what was in the Governor's
budget about the Einstein and Schweitzer professorships
Knowing the overall cut that was imposed on our
statutory colleges is as far as I've gone. The Governor's
budget looks something tike the Manhattan telephone
directory. To analyze it and understand it takes experts
and takes quite a while. But we must do it as rapidly as
we cgn. Do we have any latitude in changing the
distribution, for example' When the State Budget Office
decides what's appropriate for one of our colleges as
opposed to another which I tend to think is my
responsibility within an overall figure then its going to
take a fair amount of discussion to iron that out.
Q: Back to CAL. You said that the trustees made the
statement that they're pledged to selling the lab once
possible problems are ironed out. You mentioned the
economic conditions that they face and that they may run
into some problems as far as taxes are concerned. Will
the trustees complete the sale of the lab even if they are
forced to receive a significantly lower offer for the sale of
the lab?
A: This is a contingency that I think we just can't
anticipate at this moment. The EDP sale contemplated at
least a paper value of $25 million. I can tell you that $25
million would look very good to me right now if we could
bring that into our coffers. If someone were to say: "I'll
buy the laboratory from you for $5 million." which is
substantially less than the real estate is worth, the
trustees are obviously going to say "no" to that. The
likelihood that anyone's going to go above $25 million is
zero at this point. Where the point is in between where
the trustees think they are getting a reasonable price for
the assets that were being sold. I don't know. That's
going to take a lot of exploration. It will depend on how
the economy goes. It will depend on the inflation rate. It
will depend on so many factors that I can't speculate.
Q: Are there any buyers?
A: There are people who have been talked to who
conceivably could be buyers. There are people who have
made no firm offer, who probably won't make an offer
that trustees would consider adequate, but with whom
discussions are continuing.
Q: Do you think that Governor Rockefeller's budget

cuts, coming on top of Cornell's own troubles, will affect
the University's stature and reputation?
A: As I told our trustees in discussing the financial
situation of the University, we're proceeding to work out
of our problems on the premise that we're going to cut
programs 5 per cent per year on the administrative side
for three successive years. A 15 per cent overall cut in
administrative services is a fairly major cut There are
things that have been done in the past that simply can't
be done in the future under this kind of cut. I pointed out
to them that if we continue that for 20 years, you don't
have any program left. So we're obviously not going to
continue to cut programs at a significant rate indefinitely
into the future. I pointed out to the trustees that once we
work out of our deficit through this program cutting,
which has to go along with increasing income as much
as we can make it, we're not out of the woods. Because
once you get out of the deficits and stop the program
cutting, then we have to try to find a way to operate in
which income equals expense This is one of the serious
problems we're in. not only in New York State, but in the
country as a whole in financing higher education. If we
keep going at the present rate, with public institutions
maintaining low tuition, or free tuition as is the case at
City University, with the private institutions continuing to
raise tuition and fees rapidly, faster than inflation, we're
dividing the educational system up into two parts that are
so different that the system as a whole is not going to be
an adequate system to meet the needs of the state or the
country. One of my objectives is to stop the increase in
rapid tuition rise, or at least to get the increase in tuition
rate no greater than the increase in inflation. To use
Washington language: to keep the increase in charges in
tuition no higher than increase in cost I hope that we can
get to that position rapidly. We certainly cannot stop at
the moment until we work out of the hole we've got
ourselves into.
Q. What are some of your personal feelings on the
black boycott of the basketball team? There was
somewhat of a screen of secrecy around the negotiations
that went on there. The press was really denied any
factual information during that controversy. How did you
react to it?
A I regret the controversy very much. The Ombudsman
was brought into it on the athletic side, not by the
administration. The committee, which was a first-rate
committee, as far as I'm informed had first-rate
discussions I have read the recommendations. They're
eminently fair and sensible recommendations in my
opinion. The committee's recommendation was that their
recommendations were not to be made public if the
problems could be solved. As I understand the situation,
it has now defined itself as a personal problem among a
couple of the players and the coach. At this point. I don't
know how that is proceeding. The report is the
Ombudsman's committee report and what they decide to
do with it is their business. When one gets into personal
matters, as this seems to be. then if the issues can be
resolved at the personal level without making it a major
public issue, that's fine. If there are matters of principle
involved that become matters of concern for the way the
University operates, then, of course, it has to be a public
issue. I hope that it's a personal matter, as I. believe it is
at this point, and I hope it will be resolved on a personal
basis. We certainly want to field the best possible teams
we can field. And we want the best players to play.
Q: The Ombudsman also is preparing a report on
COSEP. It is certainly a very complex issue, but I'm
interested in knowing whether the trustees have made
any attempt to have the policies of the COSEP program
revised.
A: The COSEP administration issue came up at the
October meeting of the Board of Trustees. It was brought
there by the student trustees who pointed out some of
the problems they had heard about, problems that had
been reported to them. They asked that some attention
be paid to those problems. The trustees viewed this as an
administrative problem. They referred it back to the
administration. Mr. Delridge Hunter, director of the
COSEP program, asked the Ombudsman to undertake an
investigation. Among other things, a rather long list of
questions came out of that, which the Ombudsman
submitted to Mr. Hunter and others in the COSEP
program for reply. It's my understanding that the material
for compiling answers to those questions is in the
Ombudsman's hands and that he will be making his
report at some early date What early means I don't know

because I've not asked him about it. I'm instructed by the
trustees that when this is available it is to be brought to
the Trustee-COSEP Committee. So the next step as far as
I'm concerned is to take that report to the COSEP-Trustee
Committee for discussion.
Q: Do you have scheduled increases in tuition and fees
for the following year? That would be 1973-74?
A: We started our three-year program with a statement
that we would anticipate something like $200-a-year
increases for each of the three years of this program.
Q: What about a reduction in financial aid?
A: There is no reduction in financial aid. We've asked
students to absorb various increases through loans or
work What the actual numbers are on actual financial
aid increases. I cant tell you at the moment. The burden
on the student is becoming heavier, there's no question
of that This incidentally is one part of the problem of the
whole general question of financing higher education in
the State. It will undoubtedly be addressed by the Hurd
Commission's recommendations and by the Regents.
Naturally, we're eager to see those recommendations.
Any objective of any overall program for the state has to
be to make higher education available to qualified
students with a financial aid package to go along with it
Students should not be denied access to higher
education because of financial need. The six major
universities in the state — Rochester. Syracuse. Cornell.
Columbia. NYU and Fordham — are operating on a
projected deficit of $29 million for the current year. The
total unrestricted financial aid which those universities
are spending out of their own funds is also $29 million,
so that more state support to scholar incentive plans
through Regents Scholarships, through the Higher
Educational Opportunity Programs (HEOD). and the
Educational Opportunity Programs (EOP), would be a
logical way for the state to ease the situation for both
public and private institutions.
Q: Is Cornell considering a program similar to Yale?
A: On deferred tuition? We talked about various loan
programs as has every other college and university in the
country There will be much more talk about it. There is
no question that loans are going to play a much more
major role in the future than they have in the past. What
form those loans take is a wide open question at this
point I don't know how well the so-called Yale plan has
worked Duke has adopted a similar program. Everyone
else has not gone into it and has expressed considerable
scepticism about it. For one thing, students are not eager
to indenture their future for 30 or 40 years. There are
complications about women who may get married and
have to have their burden assumed along with their
husband's out of the family income There's the very big
problem of the sheer weight of administrative bureaucracy in collecting these loans. There's the huge problem of getting the source of capital to begin with Yale
went into the plan in the belief. I think, that the Ford
Foundation was going to fund an experimental program,
and let it get started to see what the student reaction
was In fact, there was a proposal for a representative
group of institutions to join in the plan. Ford has not
funded that yet and as far as I know they are not going to
fund it. So that the source of money has to be bofrowed
from a lender, from a bank. The only way it could work on
a national scale would be for the federal government to
provide the bank and to make a secondary market to take
over the loans, and do the collecting. The federal
government shows no inclination of moving in that
direction at all now. There's another objection on the part
of students. A student from a low-income family is
oppressed at the thought of borrowing and indenturing
his future in that manner. Obligating himself for many
years in the future is just opposite to his normal way of
thinking For all these reasons we and most other
institutions have been quite reluctant to move in the Yale
direction. On the other hand, there's a lot of discussion
about a form of short-term loans, fixed loans according to
the amount that might be borrowed, graduated loans,
heavier scholarship subsidies, for example, in the lower
class years and more borrowing tn the upper class years
after the student is getting closer to a degree, and when
he can see where his future is more likely to be. And I'm
sure that we will be more actively in the loan discussion
business in the future than we've been in the past.
Q: Before the next board meeting Cornell's student
body will elect one. maybe two. student trustees. How
Continued on Page 16
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African Scholar Discusses Ideology and Culture
heritage in America has been forgotten."
As an African scholar who describes his continents education as "inadequate and inappropriate." Ahmed Mohiddin says he came
The center is well known at Makerere
to Cornell's Africana Studies and Research Center "to know more about ourselves in Africa and also what's happening to us outside
University
according
to
Mohiddin.
Africa."
"Wherever
you
talked
about
it.
they
knew
Mohiddin spent three months last fall as a visiting professor of political science at the center. A native of Tanzania, he was educated
about
the
Center,
but
they
did
not
know
in Kenya. England and Canada. For the past five years he has taught at Makerere University in Kampala. Uganda, one of Africa's
what has taken place. Having been here, I
oldest universities, where he is currently a senior lecturer (equivalent to professor in America).
know why they knew about the Center."
In addition to teaching a course and a graduate seminar at the center in Africa's political and economic development. Mohiddin
Mohiddin's visit was part of the center's
conducted seminars at Cornell's Center for International Studies. "I was talking about ideology as a factor in rural development." he
distinguished
lecture series Other visiting
said. "By rural development we mean the transformation of the peasant into something, into people who can look up to themselves. I
lecturers last fall included Lloyd Best,
was the first one to do that — to give a course like this. Some of the things that I talked about they were not aware of at all —
professor of cultural linguistics at the
that there is another aspect in rural development, namely the culture of the people. In a way I was flattered when the director
University of the West Indies at St.
there admitted it."
Augustine,
Trinidad;
Gosbert
M.
Mohiddin is acutely aware of African
Columbia
University,
but
he
described
any sense economically or otherwise to
culture, and of past assumptions by
train a child to be a clerk, to push paper... Cornell's Africana Studies and Research Rutabanzibwa, ambassador to the United
European colonists that Africans had
We've trained our young to aspire for the Center as "a very special kind of thing." Its States from the United Republic of
none. "That has been the rationale all the
kind of job that doesn't exist ... What we teachers are exceptionally well informed Tanzania: Marcelle Poussi, director of the
way." he said. "Even the role of the
have to do now is develop an economy about African society, he said, and it has Social Science Research Institute in West
"a degree of seriousness in the sense that Africa's Upper Volta; and Mervin Alleyne,
missionaries. White missionaries went to
through agricultural transformation '
there is a job to be done." Part of this job, professor of linguistics at the University of
Africa as they have gone to other places,
Mohiddin said he has lectured at other
too. like here in America they went to the
black studies institutions in America, as he sees it. is "to create an African the West Indies at Mona. Jamaica. The
Indians. They've assumed that Africans
mentioning among them those at Harvard presence on a campus which is first visiting lecturer at the center during
have no religion, they have no civilization,
University. Northwestern University, the predominantly European, or white as you the spring term will be novelist George
they have no culture. So they destroyed
University
of
Massachusetts
and call it in America. That there is an African Lamming from Guyana.
everything they saw there."
One example Mohiddin likes to use of a
culture that has resisted outside influence
is the Chinese. "America has suddenly
realized that there are people called the
Chinese," he said, "and the President of
the United States is making a trip to
Peking. Why have they done this now?
Because the Chinese have now united
themselves and developed themselves as
Chinese even to the exclusion of Russians.
The Chinese and Russians are communist
and yet the Chinese have resisted Russian
interference ... they don't want to be
.V
:*
subjegated
although
they
are
communists. What we tend to do in
America and other parts of the western
world is monopolize things in one big
whole. Once you are a communist, you
are a communist. Once you are a
democrat, you are a democrat. But there
are democrats and democrats. You have
democrats in the South of the United
States and democrats in the North They
are different In the case of the Chinese
there are different people. They have their
culture They are proud, although not as
communists but as Chinese. Same way
with Africans too."
The African people are ready to take
charge of their own destiny. Mohiddin
believes, and he is excited about it. "The
time is passed now when Africa is left to
other people to develop it." he said. "We
do have enough Africans in many fields
who could take over and run our own
AS IT IS NOW— Where there is now little but chimneys and snow will be constructed an eight-room fourth story atop Savage Hall The
societies in the way that we feel fit ... In
addition will be used for supplemental animal research space
my teaching at Makere I've always tried to
Space released in the basement when several of the
put this idea across — that Africans,
Plans for addition of a fourth floor to Savage Hall at a cost
animals are moved to the new floor will be converted into
wherever they are, they must be in charge
of about $250,000 were disclosed today by Richard H.
experimental laboratories and offices mostly for graduate
and by being in charge I mean that they
Barnes, dean of the Cornell University Graduate School of
students and postdoctoral fellows. Barnes said.
must teach things which are meaningful
Nutrition which is housed in the building
In another change, space now occupied on the second
to them."
The addition, which will contain eight rooms totaling
floor by George P. Hess, professor of biochemistry and
To assure sufficient trained manpower
approximately 2.850 net square feet, will be used for
molecular biology, will be occupied by Dr Leo Lutwak. the
to manage African society, Mohiddin
supplemental research animal space. Research animals now
believes the continent's educational
are housed in 1.667 net square feet of space in the basement James Jamison Professor of Clinical Nutrition, and Dr.
Vladimir Simko. clinical assistant professor of nutrition, both
system must radically change. The kind of
of the building.
of whom are now in rented facilities in Sage Infirmary in
education prescribed is the kind of
A construction contract is expected to be awarded April 3
Sage Place. The patient care facilities now in Sage Infirmary
education to make us a useful member of
and the new floor, termed a "lightweight" addition, is
will be discontinued. Hess will move from Savage Hall to
a colonial society, he said. "That was one
expected to be ready for occupancy Sept. 1. Barnes stressed
Clark Hall.
problem: inadequacy." Mohiddin cited
that the $250,000 is just an estimate by the school's
"The need for expansion of animal space stems from both
Tanzania as an example of a country
building reserve fund which has been allowed to accumulate
the increased research work dealing with experimental
which is working on making its
over a period of years.
animal models of human nutritional diseases and the
educational system both adequate and
Kenneth E. Gilbert, administrative assistant to the dean,
inadequacy of present facilities to provide optimal conditions
appropriate to today's needs. "Ninety-five
said the outside walls of the new addition will be of
for this type of research." Barnes said.
per cent of the (Tanzanian) people are
aluminum siding with a baked enamel finish.
Savage Hall is named after Elmer S Savage, who was a
peasants." he said, "so it doesn't make
The insulated shell structure will cover the complete roof
professor of animal husbandry at Cornell for many years after
area of the building. The shell will contain the present
earning his doctor of philosophy degree at Cornell University
penthouses which will continue in their present use in the
in 1911. The building was completed in 1948. A $300,000
ventilation and air-conditioning of the present as well as the
Keep Up With Cornell;
remodeling of the building was completed in 1966 when
new structure.
minor additions to the structure were made. The school
Read the Chronicle
The new addition will have no windows and its floor will
became solely a graduate school in 1956 when Barnes
be of concrete. The present stairwells will be extended for
became the first dean.
Thursdays
access and a dumbwaiter will service the new floor.
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Colleges Must Cut Costs, Corson Tells Alumni
Higher education's cries for help will go unheeded until its costs
are cut and its efficiency improved. University President Dale R.
Corson said in a speech last week. (The full text begins on this page
of today's Chronicle.)
Speaking at the annual meeting of the Cornell Alumni Class
Officers in New York City last Saturday. Corson said. "The public, and
in particular the legislative public, will not turn a sympathetic ear to
educations cries of distress until costs are brought in line."
"Nor," he said, "can private donors who provide the difference
between mediocrity and quality for private schools be expected to
increase their support until private higher education takes the steps
needed to improve efficiency."
Cutting costs, he said, will mean "such things as larger classes,
fewer new books in the library, not cutting the grass as often, and
fewer intercollegiate sports."
However. Corson said, higher education still must provide for an
increasing number of college age students as well as for other age
groups, particularly those in mid-career.
As part of improving its efficiency, higher education, he said, must
continue to "develop new forms of educational technology which will
work, whether they are educational TV, teaching machines, or
computer-assisted learning."
Research programs must be distilled and designed to attract the
best people and stimulate the liveliest ideas, he added.
In closing, Corson asked for continued alumni support and
involvement "because it is obvious that Cornell must continue to go it
alone for the immediate future."
"As I have mentioned." he said, "the kind of large scale public
support needed to preserve our nation's system of higher education is
not likely to develop for several years at the earliest. Nor can we be
certain that such support will come unless we work for it."

Group on Senior Chair
Searches for Nominees
The search committee for recommending the John L. Senior
University Professor has started its meetings and has asked the help
of all Cornell faculty members and students in suggesting prospects
for the position
The holder of the chair must have broad, scholarly interests which
can span at least two academic disciplines within the social sciences
— which include law, industrial relations, etc. — and the humanities,
according to Robert A. Plane, University provost and chairman of the
search committee
Past holders of the chair were Dexter Perkins, the John L. Senior
Professor of American Civilization, and Clinton L. Rossiter. the John L
Senior Professor of American Institutions. The chair was vacated in
July. 1970 by Rossiter's death
The committee has asked that any nominations be accompanied by
complete credentials, which should be sent either to Plane or any
member of the search committee.
Committee members are: Alice H. Cook, professor of industrial and
labor relations; George H. Hildebrand. the Maxwell M. Upson
Professor of Economics and Labor Relations; Richard Polenberg
professor of American.history; Saunders Redding, the Ernest I. White
Professor of American*-Studies and Humane Letters; Richard
Rosecrance, the Walter S. Carpenter Jr. Professor of International and
Comparative Politics; Sidney Saltzman, associate professor of city
and regional planning; J. Mayone Stycos. professor of sociology;
Robert S. Summers, professor of law; James E. Turner, director.
Africana Studies and Research Center, and Thomas D. Willett.
associate professor of business and public administration.
"It is requested that nominees not be contacted at this time." Plane
said. "Appropriate potential candidates may be invited to the campus
where they will participate in open lectures, seminars, or discussions.
They will not be identified as candidates and the committee's progress
will not be disclosed until a final announcement is made as to the
identity of the professor appointed by the Cornell Trustees."
Under the present procedures. University President Dale R. Corson.
with the advice of the committee, will submit a nomination for the
chair to the University Board of Trustees, which will make the final
selection.
"The search and selection procedures should insure maximum
success of the committee in recruiting an outstanding person for the
University Professorship." Plane said.

Transcript of Corson's Speech
• The
apparent
quiet
on
American campuses today is
more illusory than real; never
before have so many people
been giving so much thought to
the future of American higher
education.
Students.
faculties,
administrators, and government
officials are engaged in growing
debate over what to do about
higher education in this country
This increasingly intense debate
is healthy but it threatens to
obscure one major problem. If
this problem does not receive
adequate
attention.
soon
enough.
the entire
higher
educational system may be
irreparably damaged. I refer to
the financial crisis. As we talk,
one college or university after
another is becoming engulfed in
financial
crisis. At the same
time, thickening clouds of public
disenchantment and taxpayer
revolt
sweep
across
the
academic landscape. Legislators
at state and federal levels do not
appear to recognize the crisis.
They, of course, are beset by
dozens — or hundreds — of
other crises, all crying out for
more money than can possibly
be appropriated. As a result, no
single crisis is likely to be dealt
with
adequately
or
even
minimally. And in the meantime,
higher education is slowly but
inevitably
sinking
into the
quicksand of financial disaster.
Unfortunately
for
the
universities, the crisis climate in
the legislatures is reinforced by
the
general
public's
disenchantment
with
higher
education as it presently exists.
Much of the current wave of
fault-finding
with
higher
education is folklore based on
myth. Our system of two-year
schools, four-year schools and
universities is. to paraphrase
Robert Hutchins. "Not very
good; it's only the best there is."
Few of the critics would argue
seriously that life today is not
superior, in most ways, to that
enjoyed by their grandfathers.
One major reason for this has
been the profound influence of
our universities and colleges
through the students they have
taught.
the
research
and
scholarly work their faculties
have produced, and the service
they have rendered. The great
strides in medicine, agriculture,
and technology generally are
traceable
directly
to
the
universities; and hundreds of
thousands of students have
received intellectual stimulation
and a lifelong interest in the
humanities and the arts from
some great teachers in our
colleges and universities.
What then has gone wrong?
Why do legislative
bodies
de/mand that reforms be made
before
they
will
consider
seriously the financial crisis
which educational administrators
are proclaiming from the tops of
their ivory towers?

One cause has to do with
sheer numbers. For more than
two decades we have been
pouring an ever increasing
number of young people into
higher education and the system
has begun to show signs of
strain and fatigue.
At the beginning of this century
less than five per cent of collegeage Americans attended college;
today the comparable figure
approximates fifty per cent and is
rising. For the past century the
number of college students has
been doubling about every fifteen
years. As long as the growth was
from 100.000 to 200.000 the
problem was not so formidable.
But when it jumped from 3
million in 1955 to 7.5 million in
1970. the impact was almost
catastrophic. Yet this is where
our national aspirations have led
us.
Paralleling the growth in
numbers of students has been
the corresponding explosion in
the research commitment of our
universities. Here again this is a
case of national aspirations and
priorities which higher education
did not invent although it has
been a willing partner. In the
year 1940 research at private
institutions in this country totaled
approximately $300 million. By
1950 this figure amounted to
almost $1 billion. Ten years later
it was approaching $3 billion.
Whenever so much money is
involved, no matter for what
purpose, or how worthy the
cause, the public is going to ask
questions and raise doubts, and
so are the legislators
A further reason for the
public's
mounting
lack of
confidence in higher education
has been academe's inability to
respond to the great social
problems of the times. With few
exceptions our colleges and
universities were unprepared for
the national issues in the '60s.
Race relations, poverty, pollution,
urban
decay.
inadequate
transportation; too few
in
academia worried about these
matters.
Add to these issues the
campus disorders of recent years
and one has the basis for full
scale public disenchantment
with higher education. This
public antipathy is fast being
translated
into
legislative
attitudes which are causing a
major shift in support for higher
education that could seriously
weaken the public sector and
even destroy part of the private
sector. In many states, public
support for higher education is
lagging behind inflation meaning
actual cuts in support. This is the
present situation in New York, a
state which already ranks 47th, I
believe, in the fraction of its tax
dollar going to higher education.
Federal support for research and
graduate studies, in particular,
has been declining in recent
years.
Nor do the broad outlines of

federal support taking shape in
Washington today promise the
rescue of financially pressed
colleges and universities. For
many colleges and universities, it
looks as if Washington is
preparing a program of too little
and too late.
What can be done? How can
the nation avoid serious damage
to a system of higher education
which, although it admittedly has
problems, is still the best in the
world?
There are a number of
responses on the part of higher
education, the general public,
and the legislator which could
make a gradual evolution of the
present
system
acceptable,
effective
and
economically
feasible.
The first requirement falls to
the
private
colleges
and
universities themselves. Higher
education in general, and the
private sector in particular,
cannot
reasonably
expect
favorable public and legislative
response to their financial
problems merely as an act of
faith. Private higher education
must abandon its historical
notion of ivory tower operations
with its campuses insulated from
view. They must be willing to
place their operations in full view
of the public so that the
taxpayers and their legislators
have adequate opportunity to
scrutinize and criticize. All
colleges and universities must
also move as quickly as possible
to institute long needed reforms.
The single most telling charge
leveled at higher education is
"inefficiency."
Realistically,
quality education as it has
existed in the past is inherently
inefficient; one professor can
teach effectively only a limited
number of students. There is no
easy way to increase his
productivity without decreasing
the quality of the product. When
the automobile industry raises its
wage scale faster than the price
of its product there is some
degree of stability in the
economy of the auto industry if
the workers' productivity can be
increased correspondingly. In the
education "industry" the price of
books and other essential goods
continues to go up but the
productivity of the worker stays
about the same and so inflation
in the education business has
been growing at a rate faster
than that of the economy
generally.
This
has
been
occurring for several decades
and we have now reached the
breaking point. Education must
do something to cut its costs.
This will mean such things as
larger classes, fewer new books
in the library, not cutting the
grass as often, and fewer
intercollegiate sports.
The universities and the
colleges will, to be sure, have to
improve their efficiency in many
other ways. We must find how to
Continued on Page 10
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Cortland were disappointed
because students received lower
grades when they selected the PF option. (Grades were kept on
all students and converted to P-F
at the conclusion of the term.)
Brandeis reported lower
grades in all but the senior year,
while Knox reported more
failures among second year
students who took the P-F
(Publication of thin Bulletin in supervised by the Secretary of the' option.
Princeton's
1968
University Faculty Robert M. Colts, 315 Day Hall, 256-4843.) graduates did not rank P-F as a
factor influencing intellectual
Consideration of S/U Grading Change
and personal growth. Several
other studies note that students
The following report which Representatives meeting,
rarely take more than half the
recommends changes in the S/U
The Tables I and II and the number of P-F courses they are
grading system was described at
the May 19, 1971 University Exhibits A and B are on file in allowed to take.
The field is void of definitive
Faculty
meeting. It is the Dean's office, 315 Day Hall
anticipated the report will be and are available. Exhibit C has research but survey studies do
placed on the agenda of the Feb. appeared in the minutes to the indicate definite trends toward
greater use of letter grades,
9, 1972 Faculty Council of May 19,1971 Faculty meeting.
combined with some version of
limited Pass-Fail options.
S/U Grading - Reviewed
Quann reports that the PassA Report to the Cornell University Faculty
Fail concept is the more
May 7,1971
prominent trend in new grading
examinations. From 1840 to 1900 techniques; however, the
Committee on Grading
Faculty and Staff: Arthur numerical grades with wide credit/non-credit option with the
Aronson, Donald Dietrich, David ranges were used frequently but complete elimination of the
the
1900's
many concept of "failure" is the most
Dunn, Peter Harriott, Barbara since
Hirshfeld, Ross Maclntyre, Paul institutions have settled on the recent grading pattern to
Moore, Mary Morrison, Stuart letter system (A through F). The emerge in higher education.
Stein, L. J. Thomas, Charles Pass-Fail concept is not new;
Several graduate schools and
Toomajian, Ernest Warren, R. several colleges experimented associations have expressed
with it prior to the turn of the reservations about Pass-Fail
Peter Jackson - Chairman.
Students: David Ackerman, century. Harvard and the grades. Rossman concluded
Robert Covin, Craig Ewing, University of Michigan, for after a study of thirty "name"
Robert Fersh, Joyce Kornbluh, example, both went through graduate schools and fifteen
Stephen Lloyd, Peter McCue, cycles, going from the simple professional
schools,
that
Pass-Fail to a wide range "There is practically no
Jeffrey Marston, Lynne Roth.
numeric scale and back again. enthusiastic support among
Introduction
The Cornell
University The one conclusive observation graduate school administrators
Faculty, in May 1965, voted to of the grading systems of higher and chairmen of academic
change the legislation on education in the United States departments for trends toward Sgrading; what was essentially a that can be made is that there U grading in undergraduate
numerical system became an have been definite cycles and we courses". There was a divergent
alphabetic, A through F, system. are currently in the process of opinion among the respondents
At the same time a resolution going through a stage in one of on the effect of a high
was passed stating: "that the these cycles.
percentage of S-U grades on the
Faculties of the several colleges
Although the
Pass-Fail student's application but the
and schools be encouraged to concept has existed in isolation general observation was that it
develop
p l a n s , on
an for the last one hundred and would force greater reliance on
experimental basis, for offering twenty years it now appears to other criteria
(particularly
their students the option of being Quann, that Pass-Fail has standardized
tests)
which
graded S (Satisfactory) or U become institutionalized as a "... contribute to the decision.
(Unsatisfactory) for a limited promising alternative
to
Perhaps one of the best
number of courses, under traditional grading", and will reviews of grading trends has
prescribed conditions. Any such continue to play a prominent been written by Jonathan
plans should be submitted to the part in the grading systems of Warren. He observes that the
Faculty for approval."
higher education.
effect of Pass-Fail courses has
Cornell's Grading History
The University Faculty
been to give students greater
Council wishes to close out the
The first grading system used discretion in allocating their
"experimental" stage of S-U at Cornell University, legislated study time among their courses.
grading and to establish clear on September
23, 1868, He also concludes that pass-Fail
guidelines for future use. At the established a method for courses have been slighted
same time the Council has marking student performance in without showing an increase in
expressed a desire to clarify examinations: 5 - very good, 4 - grades in other courses.
other problems within the good, 3 - fair, 2 - bad, and 1 - very However, students tend to favor
grading system, including the bad. The University soon the expanded use of Pass-Fail
use of Audit, Cancel and departed from this system and grading so that they may have
Incomplete. A Committee, for many years used numerical, greater options open to them in
composed of one faculty plus-minus symbols, and letters, allocating their study time.
the
member and one student from with little direction. In 1933, the Warren also raises
each college, was appointed and Faculty adopted a single 1-100 previously cited concern of
professional
subsequently reviewed the numeric system (with 60 the graduate and
history of grading (particularly lowest possible passing grade) schools that P-F grades furnish
S-U), University legislation, and along with certain alphabetic an inadequate basis for
various plans adopted by the letters (S - satisfactory and U - admission and mentions the even
for
special greater concern of a possible
schools and colleges, and unsatisfactory)
conducted studies and reviewed laboratory or field courses. In loss of fellowships to persons
the several analyses which have 1965, the University Faculty with numerous P-F grades. He
been done during the last few adopted the letter system and briefly describes the several
years. This report contains the also instituted the use of the trials of the Pass/No Fail
issues which seem to center option S/U for a "limited number concept in grading which has
around S-U grading; the of courses, under prescribed been introduced. Essentially the
thrust of this concept is to
findings; the opinions which conditions."
eliminate the fear of failure,
have evolved from discussions
Pass/Fail Today
and, finally, the Committee
In a recent survey of one particularly when Pass-Fail
recommendations to the
hundred and fifty institutions courses establish "pass" as C- or
Faculty.
Quann concludes that Pass-Fail better.
Prior
to bringing the grading "... is designed to reduce
Warren concludes his review
and by saying that grades "... can be
recommendations to the Faculty academic pressures
they were modified slightly after competition while encouraging neither damned or praised with
being reviewed by the respective students to explore course work any confidence". In order to
educational policy committees outside the major without fear of achieve the generally accepted
of the several schools and jeopardizing their grade point purpose of grading he advocates
average".
colleges.
creating a more flexible and
This Committee examined ten complex system, called multiHistory
Grading systems over the past grading systems, seven of which dimensional grading, which
century have exhibited cyclical were of direct interest to the would grade students on a
trends. The use of some form of Committee because of their use variety of forms of academic
grading scale was not present in of S-U. Of the seven, two, performance.
American colleges until the late Brandeis and Wayne State,
Reviewing grading systems is
1700's and early 1800's; grading expressed satisfaction with their a popular pastime in higher
systems were preceded by oral system, while Dartmouth and e d u c a t i o n
these
days.

Bulletin
of the Faculty

Thursday, ^
too recognize the lack of consistency Fifty-two 7

Unfortunately there are
many reviews and not enough indepth studies to determine what
is truly gained or lost through
the use of Pass-Fail related
grading options.
S/U Grading at Cornell
Cornell University made its
transition from a numerical
grading system to a uniform
letter grading system through
legislation passed in May 1965.
The report indicates that grading
symbols of "S" and "U" were:
"... admissible as final course
grades only in physical education
or in events such as field trips,
colloquia, non-resident lectures,
etc., or in courses deemed by the
college to require no greater
precision of grading."
However, during the Faculty
deliberations a resolution was
introduced, which subsequently
passed, encouraging colleges
and schools to:
"... develop plans on an
experimental basis for offering
their students the option of being
graded'S" (satisfactory) or "U"
(unsatisfactory) for a limited
number of courses under
prescribed conditions. Any plan
should be submitted to the
Faculty for approval."
The purpose of the legislation
advocating this experimentation
was "... To recognize that there
could be too much emphasis on
grades, that students might be
given more freedom and that
this might help the academic
environment."
In the years following the 1965
legislation, nearly every school
submitted plans to the Faculty
for S-U grading, all of which
were approved. Exhibit A shows
the various parameters which
have been placed on the use of SU as adopted by the colleges and
schools.
There are several uniform
practices which deserve
mentioning. S-U grades are not
included in the academic
average but the course credits
are counted toward graduation.
Generally any undergraduate
student may take an S-U course
if it is outside his major field,
and in most units the student
must have his adviser's consent
to take an S-U option. Some units
restrict the number of S-U
courses taken on a term basis
while other units place
restrictions only on the total
number of S-U hours or courses
in the total degree program.
Most, but not all, colleges
assume that the interpretations
of S and U grades is up to the
individual
instructor. One
division, however, reports that
an S is equal to a C+ or better,
while another division reports
that the S is equal to a D- or
better. In short, variation exists
in a broad sense in the use and
interpretation of S-U throughout
the University.
Evaluation of S/U Made at
Cornell
Several efforts in the past two
years have been made at Cornell
to evaluate the use of S-U
grading and to experiment with
grading systems closely akin to S
U.
The most complete collegewide report is "S-U In The
College
of
Agriculture,"
February, 1970. The Committee
drew several conclusions which
pertain only to this College but
which, when viewed in a broader
context, apply to the University.
1. There is no adequate basis
for evaluating the possible
advantages and disadvantages of
the S-U system to determine
whether the overall effect is
desirable or undesirable.
2. Students generally desire
greater liberalization in the use
of S-U grading. They also

in
what
is
meant
by
"Satisfactory."
3. Faculty are generally
satisfied with the current S-U
policy but many would favor
bringing about changes which
would make the S-U system less
restrictive.
4. There
are
generally
problems of administering the
system which stem from: (1)
some faculty not accepting
responsibility for evaluation of
student
performance;
(2)
general ignorance of the policies
governing S-U grades.
5. The University should "..
essentially
review
and
encourage uniformity in S-U
policies among the different
college faculties". Specifically,
it encourages the College to
define the S-U in terms of
performance level.
The College of Arts and
Sciences, after investigation and
deliberation, adjusted the initial
restrictions
placed on S-U
grading to enable students to
take more courses on an S-U
basis and to allow students to
take S-U in their major, although
this practice was not
recommended.
The School of Business and
Public Administration tried a
one-year program of allowing
students to receive three grades
in lieu of the usual letter grades;
"A" (Honors), "S", or "U". A
review of
the one-year
experience showed that the
overall average grade was lower
in 1969-70 and that the difference
was of the same magnitude as
the difference due to A-S-U
option. The evidence from this
experiment seemed to show that
many students choose A-S-U to
hide poor performance and to
allow for less work.
An Ad Hoc Committee on S-U
grading in the College of Human
Ecology recommended that
instead of students being
permitted to take one S-U course
per term in the junior and senior
years, they be allowed to take a
total of four S-U courses at any
time during these years. These
recommendations were made
because: (1) students who are
currently
attempting
to
complete requirements in the
junior year miss the opportunity
to take a course for an S-U
grade; (2) at times courses in
which they would normally
desire an S-U grade are given
only in Spring or Fall and this
would give them greater
flexibility in choice, and (3) no
increase has been suggested
because only 25 per cent are
currently using the S-U option.
The School of Law, after a
year-long deliberation involving
students and Faculty, decided to
retain their policy of no S-U
grades awarded by the Law
Faculty to students registered in
the school.
The Veterinary College is
unofficially using only three
grades for the student to see: 'S',
"W" (warning), and "U". Their
objective is to relieve the
pressure of competition for
grades yet give the student
enough feedback so that he can
gauge his performance. Regular
letter grad2s are submitted for
official purposes, but the grades
are converted by the College to
the S-W-U symbols for direct
distribution to the student. There
are no conclusions to date.
Other units have assessed
their S/ grading policies and
have made appropriate modification during the past five
years.
Findings of the committee
The Committee polled the
University Faculty with a survey
questionnaire in December, 1970.
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cent (747) Faculty do not appear to be
i ^ r a l general different from those that have
:f* drawn from been reported in numerous
articles. They see basically the
#' "ants limits same potentials and weaknesses
latent of S-U in this type of grading.
Majority favor Background for
**ed by the
Recommendations
[< general the
To the Faculty
*"°t feel that the . Introduction: In addition to
•I* •* used for conducting its own survey the
ii* and-or those C o m m i t t e e
membership
tt the major, reviewed other studies from
was that within and without
the
outside the U n i v e r s i t y ,
collected
courses. information and opinions from
Agreement that personnel in the respective
^ allowed to college and University offices,
from
P*sin upperclass sought out advice
courses and associates, and held a public
allow S-U hearing. From these sources
fljdass
courses. various recommendations were
1
were aimed formulated which were then
between S-U taken to the Educational Policy
1
equivalent Committees of the several
1
possible use schools and colleges. This
"' equal to D- limited background gives some
equal to of the basic reasons for the
Ve
nty-three per Committee's final
pondents equate recommendations.
or above,
S-U Grading: No definitive
e
Per cent feel study is known which reveals all
a minimum of the assets and liabilities of Sthroughout U (or Pass-Fail) grades.
n asked to H o w e v e r ,
Cornell
has
S-U system experienced five years of using S"S"
as U on an experimental basis and
y than what is several studies have been
the lowest conducted and variations of S-U
• sixty-three grading have been tried. (See
* islPondents said Table I.)
'* ter option to
Two forces are at work on the
fy some (10 per S-U or P-F concept of grading.
t S-U should On the one hand there are those
' of C- or better who want a pure P-F grade so
''Perate under a that the fear of failure is
minimal. One of the proposals
believed that was to allow a student to take
of students any course on a Pass-Fail basis.
, an S-U grade The one additional step which
T.grade. Fifty- would be favored by some
* the sixty-one proponents of Pass-Fail would be
faculty who to have only "Pass" with no
ever
registered;
S-U grades failure
amount of "Pass/No Credit" is a common
io enroll for description of this concept. One
enroll for a commonly identifies these
!
belief is positions as being held by
r "nfounded, as students but not in a mutually
* cent of the exclusive way. The other feeling
yty have lower is that the standard for
S-U graded completion of a course on a
satisfactory level is by definition
' efe asked to C- or above. This persuasion
^ r e s t r i c t e d seems to be held by a majority of
: stressed the Faculty who answered the
would be questionnaire administered by
| n1e range of the Committee.
I" corresponds The alternative to S-U selected
'cit throughout by the Committee is to
recommend
a
three-level
Avt
opinion felt symbolism: ' «
. ss of S-U
(1) S - Satisfactory equals Cf urse level and or above.
general that
(2) L - Low Pass equals D
tfses were not plus, D, D- with credit.
grading. A
(3) U - Failure and no credit.
that the S-U
This alternative offers the
be limited by standard of performance which
Zrb "t rather by the Faculty apparently does not
j
which an wish to compromise and yet
J?take.
allows credit for the borderline
/'rnent toward performance,
relieving the
T*o
levels of threat of failure.
ln
\ Ce an effort to
There is another complication
i Hence
in in the present use of S-U grades.
| another group Some courses are given S-U
,|Otls gly disposed exclusive.
Students
are
,1t Poke up for generally restricted in the
J. letter system number of S-U courses they may
!; minus.
take in one term. One answer to
I critical of the this problem is to establish a
I Wat S-U was University guideline to be
',' a minimum followed by all colleges and
j'ght be taken schools to the effect that a
i?ru a course. student should not be restricted
,^. grading did from taking a course simply
incentive because the course is given on an
S-U basis and that the student be
f
A large given the flexibility to take
r the dilemma several S-U courses in one term
Vstem places providing he is still able to obtain
Professional the total number of letter grades
issions and required for his degree,
distributed according to school
^es.
observations and college requirements.
' the Cornell
Some instructors place certain
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grading parameters on a course,
such as giving S-U exclusively or
assigning a value to " S " other
than what is described in the
grading
manual.
These
differences must be explained
clearly in the course description
and explained to all students who
enroll.
The S-U method of grading
was not intended to offer a
means for establishing a lower
level
of
course
work
requirements. The Committee
wishes to stress this point
through the recommendation
that similar amounts of work be
required in a course regardless
of the grading option.
Upon reviewing and studying
the grading system at Cornell
and putting it in perspective with
the general grading trends at
other colleges and universities,
it becomes very apparent that
there is no right or wrong, good
or bad, grading system. The
systems in effect reflect the
educational thrusts and spirit of
the times. Keeping this general
background in mind, the
Committee
makes
these
recommendations to improve
the present
SatisfactoryUnsatisfactory system in the
general belief that the present
framework of grading is
basically sound but needs
strengthening in order to be a
more effective symbol of
academic assessment.
Incomplete:
the symbol
"incomplete" is a privilege
which an instructor may make
available for a limited number of
clearly valid reasons. An
instructor may grant an
incomplete if the student has
substantial equity in the course
and when firm agreement has
been reached on the conditions
under which the course may be
made up. The purpose of the
symbol is to give additional
opportunity to those who cannot
complete their course work for
reasons beyond their control. If
granted without restriction, the
privilege enables students to
finish
course
requirements
which were incomplete because
of tardiness, or excessive
perfectionism.
In recent years this symbol
has been subjected to many
abuses. The number of
incompletes has increased over
60 per cent within the past three
years (see Table II), while a
closely related increase in
missing grades has been
markedly evident.
The use of incomplete is
subject to several criticisms.
First, the symbol always
remains on the permanent
record and the second entry of
the grade is entered on the
permanent record in the term in
which the incomplete "removal"
takes place. Secondly, the
instructor has the final say in
awarding incompletes whereas
the student has only his power of
persuasion to support him when
requesting its use. Although
aware of the possible abuse, the
Committee recognizes the value
of the symbol and recommends
that incomplete be used
uniformly
throughout the
University under the following
guidelines: that when a student
has substantial equity and when
conditions for make up are
firmly established he be enabled
to complete his course
requirements when otherwise,
because of
circumstances
beyond his control, he could not
do so. Whatever the reasons for
awarding an incomplete, they
must ultimately be acceptable to
the instructor. Each college
shall prescribe the "make up"
.conditions.
Cancel: The symbol of cancel

(CNC) has lost its original
meaning. At one point, cancel
was used to identify courses
which were dropped after nine
weeks of instruction, primarily
for the purpose of accounting for
accessory instruction. However,
accessory instruction no longer
counts courses which have been
canceled and a major raison
d'etre has disappeared. As a
grade symbol CNC has little or
no value, and the Committee
recommends
that
it
be
abolished.
One principal difficulty still
exists
with
regard
to
cancellation of courses. The
process, after a certain point in
time (usually eight weeks),
requires a student to petition his
school or college if he wishes to
drop a course. This action is an
administrative burden and
several Deans and Educational
Policy
Committees
have
recommended the use of the
symbols "withdraw-pass" and
" withdraw-f a i l " ,
thus
essentially
eliminating
the
process petitioning the College
to drop a course and placing the
burden of the decision directly
with the student and Faculty
member. The Committee,
however, did not pass this
recommendation.
Audit: Faculty legislation
allowing audits for graduate
students (an audited course
being designated by the symbol
'V" on the transcript) has
recently
been
rescinded.
Undergraduates have never been
given formal recognition for
audits.
The Faculty Council, in
response to a plea from the Dean
of the Division of Summer
Session and
Extramural
Courses, has allowed the use of
audit by persons in Summer
Session and Extramural Courses
who are not registered in the
Graduate School. This practice
is still useful in a limited number
of cases and it is recommended
that it be continued on a limited
scale, to be examined again in
another year.
Year Length Courses: Several
courses have been instituted
which, for a variety of reasons,
run longer than one term and for
which there is no basis for
grading at the end of one term.
(For example, an Honors essay
tutorial.) These courses are
difficult
to
handle
administratively
and
are
sufficiently burdensome that the
approval of the College must be
obtained before a "year length
course" can be offered.
To provide for these courses
the institution of a grading
symbol of "R" is recommended,
which simply indicates that a
student is "registered in good
standing" at the end of a term.
Stability For A Grading
System: In the spring terms of
1969 and 1970 the University
Grading
System
was
temporarily modified by Faculty
legislation to assist in relieving
unusual pressures on the
academic community. The
Committee was asked to address
the question of the stability of
the grading system.
The Committee would like to
draw to the attention of the
Academic Community
the
August 17, 1970 Rules of the
Board
of
Regents
and
Regulations
of
the
Commissioner of Education
which imply that a grading
system may not be altered once
the academic term has begun
(Exhibit C).
Recommendations to the
Faculty
1. That the S-U grading
option be replaced by a system
of (S) satisfactory, (L) low pass

but credit given, and (U) failure. do so. Whatever the reasons for
2. That the S-L-U system awarding an incomplete, they
have symbol equivalents which must ultimately be acceptable to
are uniform
within the the instructor. Each college
University: S equals at least C- shall prescribe the "make up"
or above; L equals Dplus, D, D-; conditions.
U equals failure. Exceptions
9. That the symbol "R" be
should be approved by the instituted to represent year
college or school and the Faculty length courses which are not
Council of Representatives. graded at the end of one term.
Further clarification should be
(1) Smallwood, Mary L. An
made in the course announce- Historical Study of Examinaments.
tions and Grading Systems
3. That S-L-U options be in Early American Universities.
chosen by the student during the Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1935, pp. 114-115.
first three weeks of the term.
4 That the announcements
(2) Quann, Charles J. "Passand/or supplementary course Fail Grading: What Are The
registration material describing Trends?" April, 1970, p. 2.
each
course
include a (Mimeographed.)
description of the course grading
(3) Explanation of Grading
options, particularly if the Systems. Office of the Registrar,
course is graded with an Cornell University, 1970.
exclusive S-L-U. Any additional
(4) Minutes of the Meetings
options must be announced by of the University Faculty.
the instructor within the first Cornell University,
Ithaca.
two weeks of the term.
September, 1964 - June, 1967, pp.
5. That colleges and schools 3170-3173 and 3174-3180.
may require a minimum number
(5) Sgan, M. R. "Letter
of credit hours graded by the Grade Achievement in Pass-Fail
letter
system
(A-F)
for Courses", Journal of Higher
graduation from a particular Education, 41 (November, 1970),
program of study, and/or for pp. 638-644.
particular courses within that
(6) Tragesser, E. F.. et al.
program of study, but the "Are New Developments in
student may take as many S-L-U Achievement Testing An Answer
graded credit hours each term as to Pass-Fail Grading Systems?"
he wishes, provided he meets at College and University, XLIII
least the minimum college or (Summer, 1968), p. 565.
school requirements.
(7) Stuart, William. Report
6. That course requirements of the President's Committee for
be the same for all students the Pilot Study in Student
at
Princeton.
regardless of the grading option Education
Princeton:
Princeton
chosen.
7. That a course which is University, Office of College
canceled not appear on the Operations, 1968, p. 6.
permanent record. (Elimination
(8) Rossman, Jack K.
of the symbol cancel (CNC).)
"Graduate School Attitudes to
S/U Grades," Educational Re8. That the uniform use of
Incomplete (INC) be strongly cord, 51 (1970), pp. 310-313.
(9) Warren, Jonathan R.
enforced
throughout
the
University
under
these "Current Grading Practices",
guidelines: that when a student American Associateon of Higher
has substantial equity and when Education, Research Report
conditions for make up are Number 3, January 15,1971.
(10) S/U Grading in the
firmly established he be enabled
to complete his course College of Agriculture. Conrequirements when otherwise, ducted by the College of Agbecause of
circumstances riculture, Cornell University,
beyond his control, he could not Ithaca, February, 1970.

Africana Center Study
The Africana Studies and
Research
Center
Study
Committee at Cornell is soliciting
questions and comments from
members
of
the
Cornell
community
Committee chairman Lisle C
Carter, professor of public policy
in the Graduate School of
Business
and
Public
Administration
(B&PA). said
yesterday
that
the
study
committee was interested in
having questions or comments
from the Cornell community and
expects to hold a meeting in the
near future to which concerned
persons could come to discuss
the committee's work.
Carter
said
University
President Dale R. Corson had
asked the committee to review
the following areas:
— Organizational
considerations - center status, tie
to College of Arts and Sciences,
relations with other colleges,
governance.
—Students - needs and
expectations.
numbers
and
degrees of participation.
—Staffing considerations
director's role. faculty and
administrative personnel
—Curriculum considerations undergrduate. graduate, urban
component.

—Research
activities
and
library facilities.
—Financial considerations (a) adequacy of initial funding
level, utilization of resources,
supplemental appropriations;
(b) future support level and
potential sources of project
funding;
University,
outside
sources;
(c)
cost
reduction
possibilities;
joint
faculty
appointments, TA utilization,
consortium possibilities, etc.
—Comparisons - with other
Cornell units and with black
studies programs elsewhere.
—Interaction - with university,
with total community, and with
other minorities.
Carter asked that interested
members of the community who
desire to send written questions
or factual comments related to
the areas outlined here, or to
other areas to which they think
the committee should give
attention, send their questions or
comments to his office, 509
Malott Hall.
The Africana Studies and
Research
Center
Stud\
Committee was established b\
Corson in mid-November to
accomplish a trustee-mandates
review of the center.
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Colleges Must Cut Costs, Corson Tells Alumni
Continued from Page 7
provide higher education to an
increasing number of students of
conventional college age, as well
as to other age groups,
particularly those in mid-career.
We must find and develop the
new forms of educational
technology which will work,
whether they are educational TV,
teaching machines, or computerassisted learning. Those that do
not work must be discarded. We
must
distill
our
research
programs so that those which
attract the best people and
stimulate the liveliest ideas are
encouraged and others are
discouraged.
At most institutions such
measures are already underway.
This is being done with the
knowledge that the public, and in
particular the legislative public,
will not turn a sympathetic ear to
education's cries of distress until
costs are brought in line. Nor can
private donors who provide the
difference between mediocrity
and quality for private schools be
expected to increase their
support until private higher
education takes the steps
needed to improve efficiency.
Another requirement for the
universities calls for both the
institution and its students to
achieve greater social sensitivity.
It
is one
thing
to
be
knowledgeable about society
and
another
to
develop
sensitivity to it. We are reminded
every day that our social
breakdowns are as much the
result of insensitivity as they are
of irrationality. However much
the universities strive to cultivate
man's mind, for them to ignore
the emotional side of man's
nature is to court disaster. If
humankind is to live in peace,
protected from the ravages of
man's uncontrolled "control over
nature." the universities, and the
schools.
must
regard
the
cultivation of values in the young
as an integral part of education.
Nor is the requirement of
social sensitivity confined to
students alone. This is a clear
instance where teaching will be
effective only when the students
are convinced that the university
itself, whether in research or
some aspect of public service,
demonstrates a like sensitivity.
An example of this can be found
in the experience of the landgrant colleges, including Cornell,
in agriculture.
If the land-grant universities
had been sensitive to the results
of
increased
agricultural
productivity which they brought
about over the last three
decades, including the migration
of farm workers to the cities,
some of the urban problems of
today
might
have
been
anticipated and solved before
they came to the point of crisis.
This lack of sensitivity cannot be
allowed to happen again in other
critical areas.
Significant beginnings of an
increased awareness of social
sensitivity can already be found
at many universities and colleges
today.
At
Cornell
an

interdisciplinary
effort
concerning
the
impact
of
technology on society is now in
its third year of successful
operation. It is one of the most
popular
programs
on
our
campus and has attracted wide
faculty
participation
and
thousands of students. There is
little doubt that the universities
have begun to show concern for
applied research which might be
a social liability rather than an
asset. They are giving thought to
the social implications of their
investment. Sensitivity to social
consequences is beginning to
permeate all that the university
does as well as what it teaches.
And so it should be.
In line with the requirement for
increased
social
sensitivity,
colleges and universities must
also recognize that they can no
longer sit on the sidelines doing
the same old thing. Whatever we
plan to do with, for. or to our
students.
American
higher
education needs to be geared to
a realization that little in life is
immutable. A curriculum which
is viable today may be obsolete
or meaningless tomorrow. The
jsame can be said for teaching
.methods, for research, or for
what we call public service.
Perhaps we need a shift in our
curriculum planning to place
more emphasis on how we teach
and on human values, and less
on course content. Harvard's
President Eliot may well have
sounded the keynote for the
present over a hundred years ago
when, in his inaugural address in
1869. he said, "The actual
problem to be solved is not what
to teach, but how to teach.'
More recently, in 1971.
President E. J. Bloustein of
Bennington College, and now of
Rutgers, (and a Cornellian).
developed his thought more
explicitly when he wrote: '.'What
is more important about higher
education is not what a student
gets, but how he gets it. The
experience of learning, rather
than what is learned, turns out to
be the most significant aspect of
a college education, and what
really distinguishes the better
from the mediocre educational
institutions is the nature of the
learning experience rather than
... 'value added' as the product of
learning. What I am talking about
are such characteristics as a
skeptical
turn
of
mind,
intellectual
detachment,
wariness of all forms of
provincialism, a love of the
scholar's, artist's, and scientist's
craft, attachment to humane
values, respect for cultura^
diversity and a sense of the
appropriate roles of reason and
emotion in the life of man..."
We are in a period of ferment,
and
experiment
in
higher
education as significant as that
of the past century; and it may
take as long to realize fully all the
changes. Unfortunately the time
needed to make these changes
far exceeds the delivery schedule
expected by the public and the
legislators. It is this gap which is
at the very heart of the crisis

facing higher education today It
is over this gap between a
reasonable rate of change and
the demand for immediate
change that educators and
legislators come in conflict. We
in the universities believe that it
will take a long time for
education to
complete
its
reforms, but in the meantime we
believe the present system,
which is a good one, must be
continued and bolstered. This
requires that those who are
going to supply the funds,
whether private or public, must
be willing to temper the time
scale of their expectations. To
demand total reform now is to
demand the impossible. To
withhold support, either public or
private, until all changes are
made is impractical.
A first priority before our
legislators should be to save the
private institutions. This need
can
be
underscored
with
effective arguments about the
quality and diversity of private
education,
but
the
public
concern can be most effectively
stated in terms of dollars and
cents costs to the taxpayers if the
crisis is allowed to continue.
In September of last year the
Association
of
American
Colleges reported that "more
than one hundred
private
colleges and universities (almost
ten per cent) have exhausted
their liquid assets and are
hovering on the brink of financial
disaster."
Several hundred more will
reach a similar
brink of
bankruptcy over the next year or
so. Ironically, the difference
between bankruptcy and black
ink
operations
for
private
institutions
is small when
compared with the cost of
allowing them to become wards
of the state as totally public
supported
colleges
and
universities. But this is the
certain result unless aid is
forthcoming soon.
Private schools can continue to
operate with deficits for only a
limited time until their legallyavailable capital reserves are
exhausted, or until they dismiss
faculty and staff and eliminate
essential programs, or until they
become the total responsibility of
the states, or until help arrives in
the form of public aid to offset
operating deficits. It seems
obvious that the only feasible
economic alternative is the last
one.
There are some signs that the
public and its legislators are
seriously concerned. In New
York State the so-called Bundy
Plan, with some $40 million per
year going to private schools on
the basis of the number of
degrees awarded, has gone a
long way toward making it
possible for the private colleges
and universities in the state to
keep their education programs
intact Other states are following
New York's lead. However. I
should note that the Bundy Plan
in its present form cannot keep
all of the private colleges of New
York State alive. The formula will

have to be expanded or new
formulas
devised.
Governor
Rockefeller in his State of the
State message earlier this week
addressed this problem. He
proposed a number of measures
including increased tuition at
public colleges and universities
coupled with a greatly expanded
state
supported
scholarship
program that would assist the
private institutions of the state
while decreasing the cost to
taxpayers. If these or similar
measures are not adopted in the
foreseeable future, several of the
iprivate institutions in this state,
including some prominent ones,
will either shut down or. more
likely, be obliged to transfer
some or all of their operation to
the State.
If an increasing number of
private schools across the nation
go under, or if they have to close
down
portions
of
their
operations, what will happen?
The students now supporting
themselves
through
tuition
payments and assistance from
the private resources of the
colleges and universities will
become educational wards of the
state. This happened with the
University of Pittsburgh several
years ago and the State of
Pennsylvania stepped in with tax
dollars. Tuition was lowered at
that time from around $ 1500 per
year to about $500 and the state
has been making up the
difference. In New York it
happened during the same
period at the University of
Buffalo, also on a grand scale. If
present deficit trends continue
and the state and federal
governments do not act while
the problem is still manageable,
Pittsburgh and Buffalo will look
like "shopper specials" at the
opening of a new nationwide
chain of wholesale markets. And
these markets will be totally
supported by tax dollars.
To avoid this bleak prospect. I
believe that there is a federal
responsibility to build a base of
support under all of higher
education, public and private
alike. A study of" the financial
plight of higher education, called
"The New Depression in Higher
Education" conducted under the
Carnegie
Commission,
concluded that no matter how
hard
the
colleges
and
universities try, they cannot cut
expenses to. equal income on a
continuing
basis
without
additional income from public
sources. This means that without
federal
support
a
tragic
proportion of the 1200 private
colleges and universities in this
country will in the near future
either
sink
into
academic
mediocrity or become the billion
dollar stepchildren of the states.
Nor can our many first-rate state
institutions be expected to
maintain their high quality
programs
without
federal
support.
A second public responsibility
is the provision of support for
disadvantaged
and
minority
students. We have set ourselves
a national goal of universal post-

secondary school education and
the cost of such a program is so
large (the annual cost of the
present
federal
studentsupporting efforts approaches a
billon dollars per year) that only
the federal government can hope
to meet the need.
It should be noted here that
national objectives are at stake
and the achievement of those
objectives will benefit all of
society. There is no better
example of this than the race
problem which, to me. is the
country's biggest problem. Many
things have to happen before
there is even the beginning of a
solution, but one of the most
important objectives must be
higher educational opportunities
for minority populations. To
provide such opportunities a
great
deal
more
than
scholarships for the students will
be required. Institutional aid is
also needed to offset the costs
which
minority
education
programs necessarily entail.
A third absolute necessity, in
my mind, is the coordination and
integration of programs among
the two-year colleges, the fouryear
colleges
and
the
universities, both public and
private, on a statewide basis. In
this area. New York State once
again is providing national
leadership.
The
recently
announced New York State Plan
of
Regional
Coordination
between the State University of
New York and private colleges
and universities in the State is
the type of plan needed across
the country. Only through such
programs
can
intelligent
decisions be made concerning
the location of costly educational
facilities, the programs needed,
and the programs to be cut
away.
Looking at this limited list of
priorities, where do we stand?
There are good federal programs
for student support, but we need
far more. New York State has
made an excellent move to save
its private institutions through its
Bundy Plan but similar and
expanded plans are needed.
Individual
colleges
and
universities have made progress
on minority education. Colleges
and universities have also begun
to improve efficiency so that they
are at least holding their own
with inflation but the deficits will
not disappear which is absolutely
essential to achievement of any
of our major objectives, is in fact
being withdrawn rather than
expanded. New York State
appears to be moving backward.
To be blunt, we have barely
made a start and time is running
out.
One might ask if we can afford
the costs involved in even partial
fulfillment of these requirements.
I prefer to ask if we can afford to
do otherwise. We must decide
that higher education is worth a
high position on our list of
national priorities. We must
recognize 'that if we let our
present
system
of
higher
education begin to disintegrate.
Continued on Page 12 [
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Arthur Jaeger Appointed

Acting Dining Director
Arthur A Jaeger, dining services manager at Cornell, has been
named acting director of the University's dining services.
Jaeger will be acting director until a successor is found for S
Russell Ryon, who has been director of dining since 1957. Ryon
resigned to accept a position at George Junior Republic in Freeville.
Several candidates are being considered for the director's position.
A 1962 graduate of Cornell's School of Hotel Administration.
Jaeger returned to Cornell in 1969 to become manager of dining
services in Willard Straight Hall. Noyes Student Center. Hughes Hall
and Sage Graduate Center.
He was food service manager at the University of Tennessee from
1966 to 1969 and at Princeton University from 1964 to 1966.
Jaeger and his wife. Veronica, live at 107 Maplewood Dr They
have two children.
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Nationwide Study

Group to View Tenure Here
A four-man task force from the
Commission
on Academic
Tenure in Washington, D C . will
meet with representatives of the
Cornell community during a visit
here Feb 6 and 7 as part of a
nationwide program to look at
the tenure system in operation.
In addition to scheduled
meetings with members of the
faculty, administration, student
body and board of trustees, the
task force will hold an open
session at 4 p.m. on Feb. 7 in the

Board Room in Day Hall. The
session is open to anyone who is
interested in the commission's
work, or who wishes to express
views on tenure or related topics.
The task force will consist of J.
David Alexander, president of
Pomona (Calif.) College; Henry L.
Bowden.
an attorney and
chairman of the board of trustees
of Emory University in Atlanta.
Ga.; William B. Boyd. president
of Central Michigan University in
Mount Pleasant. Mich., and

300 Admitted Under Early Decision
Although 85 to 90 per cent of the students
who will make up the Class of 1976 will not
be notified of their selection until April, the
waiting is over for some 300 high school
seniors recently admitted to the University
under the Early Decision Plan.
The entering students, 128 women and
179 men, will matriculate in one of the four
divisions participating in the program The
College of Arts and Sciences will enroll 162
students (84 men and 78 women); the
College of Engineering, 48 students (42 men
and six women); the School of Hotel
Administration, five students (four men and
one woman), and the New York State
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, 92
students (49 men and 43 women).
Of the students accepted under the plan.
183 applied for financial aid, and about half

'ToBe

were awarded financial aid packages,
according to Philip M. Bisselle, associate
director of scholarships and financial aid.
Ten minority students who applied through
the COSEP program (Committee on Special
Educational Projects) where among those
receiving an early decision. Of these, six men
and one woman will matriculate in the Arts
College and one man and two women will
matriculate in Agriculture and Life Sciences.
The Early Decision Plan is designed to
make it possible for qualified applicants who
indicate Cornell is their first college choice to
avoid the necessity of applying to other
schools, according to Nancy B. Karpinski,
associate director of admissions. Students
applying for early decision to Cornell may not
apply for early decision elsewhere, although
they may do so for regular admission.

On Feb. 7. the task force will
She explained that a place in the entering
continue to meet with members
class is not awarded to an early decision
of the faculty, as well as several
candidate unless his qualifications would
administrators.
stand up competitively in the regular spring
The open session at 4 p.m. will
review process. If a candidate is not accepted
conclude
the task force's visit.
under the early decision plan, the candidates
application is reconsidered for the spring
Mrs. Karpinski said the application process
for early decision candidates is similar to that
used for general admission, with the
All items for publication :•:•:
exception of an additional form whereby a
in the Cornell Chronicle ^:j
student requests an early decision and
must be submitted to the :••;:
agrees to enroll at Cornell if admitted under
Chronicle office. 122 Day >:•:
the plan.
Hall, by noon on the £:•
Early decision applications must be
Monday
p r e c e d i n g ]:•:
completed by Nov. 1. Acceptance notices go
publication.
O n l y :$
BB
out the first two weeks in December and
typewritten
information
j;J
entering students are asked to pay a nonwill be accepted.
•:•:
refundable registration fee by Jan. 1.

Young, Gifted and Black

Hansberry Play Coming Here
"To Be Young, Gifted and Black." the play about
the late black playwright Lorraine Hansberry, will
be presented at 8 p.m. Saturday. Feb 12, in Bailey
Hall.
Tickets for the Cornell performance are on sale at
the Willard Straight Hall Ticket Office.
For her first play. "A Raisin in the Sun," Miss
Hansberry. then 29, became the youngest
American, the first woman and the only black
playwright ever to win the New York Drama Critics'

Health Insurance Plan
Available to Students
University students may enroll in a
supplementary insurance plan designed for them
and their dependents any time through Feb. 1 5.
The plan, known as the Student Accident and
Sickness Insurance Plan. is an optional
hospitalization and major medical plan which may
be purchased to supplement the basic medical
services provided in Ithaca for Cornell students
Applications for and details on this additional
coverage may be obtained at the desk of Gannett
Medical Clinic. The plan covers all students while
they are on and off campus, or if they study in a
University
sponsored
off-campus
program,
including overseas. Coverage, underwritten by the
Home Insurance Company, is effective through
Aug. 31 of this year at a cost of $27 for a student,
$53 50 for a student and spouse and $97.50 for a
student, spouse and children.
In addition to the brochure information on the
plan, personal interviews with an insurance
representative are available at the Clinic anytime
on Wednesdays from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. to
5 p.m. and on Thursdays from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and
2 p.m. to 4 p m. The representative is Peter
Flanagan of the New York City insurance brokerage
firm of Marsh & McLennan, Inc.

William R Keast, chairman of the
commission.
Keast was a member of the
Cornell faculty for 14 years. He
served as dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences and as vice
president for academic affairs at
Cornell before leaving to become
president
of Wayne State
University in Detroit
The task force will begin its
interviews the afternoon of Feb.
6 when it meets with several
tenured and non-tenured faculty
members. In the evening the
group will meet with a number of
Cornell students, including the
four student trustees.

Circle Award for Best Play of the Year (1959). The
play was produced and published in some 30
countries and was made into an award-winning
film.
Five years later, while her second play. "The Sign
in Sidney Brustein's Window," was running on
Broadway, Miss Hansberry died at the age of 34.
"To Be Young. Gifted and Black" is the story of
Miss Hansberry in her own words, woven together
by her husband and literary executor, Robert
Nemiroff. from her letters, diaries, notebooks and
portions of her plays.
The play begins with a gallery of the characters
she created in a speech she delivered shortly
before the opening of "A Raisin in the Sun " From
there it moves back and forth in time — from her
early childhood in the Chicago ghetto to memories
of her first trip south and the images of slavery it
stirred in her; from school days and the race riot at
Englewood (III ) High School and the year at the
University of Wisconsin when she first encountered
the plays of Sean O'Casey. the Irish writer whose
work was such a great influence on her own. and
from the years of creation and success in New York
to the search for meaning and relevancy and
involvement in "the movement."
Contemporary in form, the play is free-flowing,
with scenes and memories merging into each other
without sharp divisions. No single actor portrays
Miss Hansberry; rather, all in turn — male and
female, black and white — portray her. her
characters and the people who most affected her.

W-2's Distributed
All W-2 withholding tax forms are being
distributed this year to Cornell employes in the
same way as pay checks. The distribution is
through department and appropriate units on both
the endowed and state campuses and is scheduled
to be completed by Monday.

Chronicle

Changes in Withholding
Affect Cornell Employes
All wages paid by the University after January 1 6 of this year reflect
a change in the federal income tax withholding law and may indicate
the need for filling out a new W-4 form, (Employes Withholding
Exemption Certificate).
In some cases the amount witheld has increased and in others it
has decreased depending on total income and number of
dependents, according to George F. Bucklin. payroll supervisor.
The new law was designed to eliminate major cases of
underwithholding. Bucklin said. Employes should now claim all
exemptions or allowances they are entitled to. he said. He pointed out
that under the old law, many employes claimed fewer exemptions in
order to offset shortcomings of in the old withholding tables.
"This should not be necessary under the new law," he said, "If you
are single and earning less than $25,000 or married and earning less
than $31,000 and your spouse does not work."
New W-4 forms may be obtained by endowed employes at 203
Day Hall and by state employes through their departmental offices.
Until the new law went into effect. Bucklin said, there was a $25
exemption for each dependent on each biweekly pay check Now the
exemption is increased to $28.80 for each dependent.
In addition there have been changes in the formulas used to figure
withholding taxes after exemptions.
The new formulas for biweekly payroll periods are as follows:
TABLE 2 . BIWEEKLY Payroll Period
(•) SINGLE pwiot—Including hod of household:

(k) MARRIED
fflhe amount
Noto»r$21

Notom$21

OlM

$21
$69
$146
$404
$462
$538
$665

—$69
—$146
—$404
—$462
—$538
—$665

%
$672 plus 18%
$20.58 plus 2 1 %
J74.76plui23%
$88.10 pi HI 27%
$108.62 plus 31%
$ 147.99 ptui 35 %

—$21
—$69
—$146
—$404
—$462
—$538
— J(>65

$21
$79
$335
$413
$648
$817
$971

MMMI

—$79
—$335
—$413
—$648
—$817
—$971

—$21
$8.12 plus 16%
$49.08 plus 2 0 %
$64.68 plul 24%
$121.08 plul 28%
$168.40 pint 3 2 %
$217.68 plul 36%

—$335
—$413
—$648
—$817
—$971

The formula table used for biweekly payroll periods until January
15 was as follows:
TABLE 2. BIWEEKLY Payroll Period
(a) SINGLE person—including head of household:
it th« • mount
o f w « . t it:
Notov«r$40
$40
$62
$100
$200
$269
$423

—$62
—$100
—$200
—$269
—$423

Tne amount of incomt tax
to tM withheld thall be:
0
14%
$3.08 plus 17%
$9.54 plul 20%
$29.54 plul 18%
$41 96 plus 2 1 %
$74.30 plus 24%

—$40
—$62
—$100
—S200
—$269
—$423

(b) MARRIED p t r * M l —
If the amount
of wages It:
Not over »40

Tht amount of income la*
to ba withheld thatl Da
0

$40
$85
$154
$327
$538
$769

M%
$6,30 plus 17%
$18 03 plus 16% $45.71 plus 19%
$85 80 plus 2 1 %
$134.31 plus 25%

—$85°"
—$154
—$327
—$538
—$769

—$40
—$85
—$154
—$327
—$538
—$769
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Report on Health Professional Education in Ithaca
The Ad Hoc Committee to Study the
Feasibility
of
Cornell
University
Participation in Health Professional
Education in Ithaca, appointed by
President Corson on November 30. 1971,
has met on three occasions: December 5
and 6, 1971, and January 6. 1972 Prior
to the meetings, the committee members
had available to them the Carnegie
Commission's report on Higher Education
and the Nation's Health and various other
material,
made
available
by the
Association
of
American
Medical
Colleges,
to
provide
background
information for consideration of the
proposal for the establishment of a twoyear medical school in the Tompkins
County area, in which Cornell University
would represent a major resource It
should be noted that from the inception of
Cornell University Medical College in
1898 to 1913 the first two years of the
four-year medical program could be
completed either in New York or in Ithaca.
From 1913 to 1938 the first year could be
completed at either campus. In 1938. due
to the high cost of the Ithaca Division of
the Medical College, the duplicate
program in Ithaca was terminated.
The
Committee
reviewed
the
circumstances
which
led
to
the
appointment of the ad hoc group and
particularly
reviewed
the
proposal
sponsored by Dr. David Safadi in his
statement before the Standing Committee
on Health of the Assembly of the State of
New York on October 15. 1971.
Several premises were accepted by the
Committee in their considerations of an
extension of Cornell's participation in
health professional education. Amongst
these were:
1. Cornell University has, since 1898.
made a major contribution in health
professional education and research in the
Cornell University
Medical College
located in New York City.
2. The Cornell University-New York
Hospital School of Nursing (The New York
Hospital Training School for Nurses prior
to 1942) has been a major contributor of
leaders in the nursing educational
profession,
as
well
as
nursing
practitioners.
3. The Graduate School of Medical
Sciences of Cornell University based in New
York City since its inception in 1951. has
maintained a program for education of
biological scientists in the various
disciplines of the health-related basic
sciences.
4. The various allied health professional
training programs of the New York
Hospital, now numbering fifteen different
categories, annually train more than 114
support
personnel
of
increasing
importance in the provision of health
services to the nation.
5. The graduate medical educational
programs of the Cornell-associated
institutions in New York City annually
provide an educational experience for
more than 600 post-doctoral students in
literally all areas of the medical
specialties.
6. Though significant increases, in
enrollment
of
students
in
the
approximately 100 medical schools of the
country have been accomplished, there
exists a shortage of health professional
personnel for adequate delivery of health
services to the people of this country
within the existent system for health care
delivery.
7. It is the responsibility of a great
university.
in
meeting
its
social
responsibilities, to do everything possible
to assist in meeting those of the

community's needs which cannot be met
through more appropriate agencies.
8 Cornell University Medical College
has well-developed
plans for the
expansion of its class size by 10% in the
year beginning 1972, and for the
provision of facilities which will allow the
class size to increase by 30 to 35% by
1975-76. Further, the plan of the School
of Nursing for shortening the curriculum
from three to two years is now completed
and plans are underway for a doubling of
the class size. The Committee had
available a document representing a
phased proposal for the expansion of the
existing programs in the allied health
professions to the ultimate development
of a School of Allied Health Professions of
Cornell University at the New York City
campus, when funds become available

'funding is not available for "start-up"
costs for such a school within the
university's existing resources or in the
Health Professions Education Assistance
Act of 1971. where a total of only $2 1/2
million was appropriated for such "startup" costs This total sum is for all medical
schools which may be inititated and is
limited to those which pursue the goal of
a degree-granting program. Finally, the
resources
of
Cornell
University,
mentioned previously, can be better used
in assisting to meet the health
professional needs of the country than in
such a two-year program.
SECOND: The committee recommends
that an appropriate group within Cornell
University be appointed by the president
as a successor committee to this one for
the purpose of an intensive inventory of
the unused capacities of the university
which could be made available for
assistance in health education, including
the broad range of management,
economic, and social skills. One objective
of such a committee should be the
development of a mechanism for
orientation of Cornell students in the
many opportunities other than medicine in
the health professional field.

Education and the Nation's Health, but in
its inventory of resources they identified
Binghamton and Utica. New York as
suggested sites. Your committee believes
that Cornell University, through the
development of its University Health
Services, with the assistance of personnel
from the New York City campus as
needed, may serve most usefully as a
catalyst in the development of such a
collaborative program. If such a plan
should mature it would then offer an
important
resource
for
continuing
professional and public healtn education
and for the training of allied health
professionals. From such a development,
there would inevitably accrue great
improvement in the delivery of high
quality medical care to the Ithaca
community.

9. There exists on the Ithaca campus a
Dr. E. Hugh Luckey. Chairman
considerable resource in the biological
sciences,
management
and
social
Vice President for Medical Affairs.
sciences and related areas of increasing
Cornell University; President. The
importance in health, which, if not
New York Hospital-Cornell Medical
consumed in existent commitments,
Center.
should in some manner be of additional
Dr. John M. Anderson
assistance in the effort to meet our
Professor, Division of Biological
national goals in health.
Sciences, Cornell Univ.; Chairman,
Premedical Advisory Committee.
At its second meeting, held on
Dr. J. Robert Buchanan
December 6. 1971. the committee met
THIRD: Conversations should be
with Dr. C. J. Kilgore. Medical Board
undertaken
between
appropriate
Dean, Cornell University Medical
President. Tompkins County Hospital, and
representatives of appropriate groups in
College.
Dr. Robert F. Perry, President of the
Ithaca and representatives of the three
Mr Robert Gottlieb
Tompkins County Medical Society, as well
academic units in New York City as a
Student, School of Industrial &
as with Dr. David Safadi. The committee
matter of first priority, but such
Labor Relations. Cornell Univ.;
spent an hour and a half with Dr Safadi
conversations should not exclude the
Trustee. CorneH University.
possibility of articulation of certain of the
Dr. Eleanor C. Lambertsen
At its third meeting, on January 6.
programs in Ithaca with more proximate
Dean. Cornell University-New
1972,
the committee had available
health academic units, such as offering for
York Hospital School of Nursing
additional information on the Health
credit Cornell courses to institutions such
Mr. Gerard V. LaSalle
Professions Education Assistance Act of
as the State University of New York in
1971 appropriations, and further reports
Student,
Cornell
University
Syracuse.
from various meetings and committees
Medical College; Trustee, Cornell
which have under continuous study the
University.
FOURTH:
The
above-mentioned
health manpower needs of the country.
Dr. Allyn B. Ley
committee should be particularly attentive
to the development of programs in the
After
extensive
discussion
and
Director of the University Health
allied health profession areas, particularly
deliberation, the committee makes the
Services. Cornell Univ.
as they may be related to the proposed
following recommendations:
Dr. Parker G. Marden
' Associate Professor. Department
FIRST: It is not at this time feasible nor School of Allied Health Professions on the
New York City campus.
of Sociology. Cornell Univ.
practical to establish a two-year medical
Dr. Robert S. Morison
school in the Ithaca community with
Fifth: Finally, it appears to your
Cornell University as the educational
committee that an area of particular
Professor. Division of Biological
base. Medical education has evolved
concern in the Ithaca community should
Sciences. Cornell Univ.
during the last thirty years in such a
be the progressive development of various Dr. RichardD. O'Brien
manner that the resources of the Ithaca
resources in health care delivery,
Director, Division of Biological
community would not serve appropriately
including the physicians in the Ithaca
Sciences. Cornell Univ.
to provide the integrated basic science
community. Tompkins County Hospital,
Dr. Charles G. Rickard
and clinical educational experience which
state and other governmental health
Professor
and
Chairman.
the first two years of medical school
agencies, and the health services of both
Pathology Department. New York
constitute in a modern institution. Even if
Cornell University and Ithaca College; in a State Veterinary College; Associate
these resources were adequate (including coordinated consortium these resources
Dean for Preclinical Studies. New
an adequate number of physicians to carry
may provide the base for the development
York State Veterinary College.
the increased work load), it is the clear
of an Area Health Educational Center, Mr. Randall £ Shew
recommendation of those agencies and centering around the Tompkins County
Director. Community Relations,
commissions which have studied the
Hospital. Such centers represented a
Cornell University.
subject intently, that the concept of the
major recommendation of the Carnegie
Dr. Davis D. Thompson
two-year school, popular some thirty years Commission in its report on Higher
Director. The New York Hospital.
ago. is no longer tenable, and for all
practical purposes all existent two-year
schools are planning the conversion or
preserve our nation's system of
transition to a full M.D. program and
•§
Continued
from
Page
10
I
higher education is not likely to
existing four year schools have expanded
:•:•
.
we
face
an
inevitable
downward
develop
for several years at the
to capacity. Consequent to the latter
spiral, not only of the system but
earliest. Nor can we be certain
change, the opportunity for placement of
of our entire national life. We
^ that such support will come
graduates of the proposed two-year
•S
must
face
reality
and
realize
that
unless we work for it. For this
school are rapidly diminishing and will
the financial crisis that can start
reason, the second thing I ask is
disappear in the immediate future.
this downward spiral is real and
that you serve as spokesmen and
Further, there is such variety in the
it is now.
supporters, not only of Cornell,
educational experience in the various >••:
In closing let me ask you as
but of all of higher education and
medical schools in the country that
Cornellians to do two things. I
particularly of private higher
placement of students at the end of a
ask you to maintain your support
education. Unless those of us
proposed two-year program would be
and involvement in the University
who believe in the private
most
difficult.
if
not
impossible,
because it is obvious that Cornell
colleges and universities are also
particularly in the face of the shortening to
must continue to go it alone for
three years of medical study required for :•:•
willing to work hard for their
the immediate future. As I have
the doctorate in a large proportion of the
preservation, many of them will
mentioned, the kind of large
medical schools of the country today. •:•:
fail in this decade and only few
scale public support needed to
Even if these problems did not exist. :•:•
will survive this century.

'Cut Costs'
:•:•

t
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Corson Discusses
Continued from Page 1
the State University and their troubles are reflected in
what's projected for our statutory college units." Corson
said. He said the overall budget cuts for all State
University units range from 3 to 7 per cent, with a 5.4 per
cent average cut in money for Cornell's statutory units.
Two units which may be required to make a greater
reduction are the New York State School of Industrial and
Labor Relations ILR) and the New York State Agricultural
Experimental Station at Geneva. ILR faces a cut of 8.8 per
cent while the Geneva unit may be cut 11.5 per cent.
Corson said University officials are not sure why these
differences exist, but "we will be exploring the situation
as rapidly as possible."
Corson cautioned the news media press that the
figures cited were from the Governors budget, which is

Deficit to End
Continued from Page 1
$1 1.4 million, or 6 per cent.
Budgeted figures include $103 million for the endowed
colleges at Ithaca. $58 million for the statutory colleges.
$25.5 million for the Medical College at New York City.
and $.84 million for the School of Nursing at New York
City. The figure budgeted for the statutory colleges is
subject to revision after the New York State budget is
adopted.
Corson pointed out in his message that "as we move
toward the balanced budget projected for 1973-74. the
objectives are increasingly harder to obtain The required
reductions in unrestricted fund support (3 per cent in the
academic. 5 per cent in supporting activities) for each of
the remaining two years will be increasingly difficult if we
are not to cut into the real substance of the University."
Unrestricted funds are that income to the University not
limited to a specific purpose or project.
The budget calls for $53 million of expenditures from
unrestricted funds for the endowed colleges at Ithaca, an
increase of $3 million, or 6.1 per cent, from this years
estimated budget expenditures. The projected estimate
for 1973-74 is $56 million, an increase of 3 6 per cent.
During the 1960s, the annual rate of increase for these
expenditures ranged from 8 per cent to 16 per cent.
Expenditures from unrestricted income are the primary
source of support for the teaching activities of the
endowed colleges at Ithaca, for University Libraries, and
for other University activities directly in support of
teaching
The budgets of the statutory colleges are supported
primarily from New York State and Federal government
funds. Expenditures for research and extension activities
are financed from funds restricted to such purposes.
"There are no substantial increases in income available
other than from tuition and fees, which must continue to
increase at least for the time being," Corson told the
board. He said there is*"little hope" for increased public
income, "at least in the short run."
Cornell can achieve its goal of a balanced budget only if
three "uncertainties" turn out positively for the
University, Corson said.
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not necessarily the final state budget. He said that in
addition to possible legislative changes, there is a
supplemental budget adopted late in the legislative
session that can make other changes.
On the sale of CAL. Corson reported that the board had
reaffirmed its 1968 policy decision of total separation of
the laboratory from the University sale. Through the fall
there was "a vigorous effort to assess the sale potential."
but the recession in the aerospace industry and the
general economy hampered progress.
"Another factor has entered the picture." Corson said.
He said that the Tax Reform Act of 1969 has brought
about "complications having to do with the separation of
the laboratory from the University."
He noted that though "this is a highly complicated,
technical tax problem, it isn't the kind of problem that will
prevent the University from divesting itself from the
laboratory in an appropriate manner, but it will have
serious effect on the details, the form, in which that
separation takes place."
Support money from New York State, about $1.6
million per year under the Bundy Plan, must continue.
Corson said, along with the "generous" alumni support
which "makes the difference between a purely survival
operation and a quality operation." Finally, he said,
federal wage-price policies must permit increases in
tuition and fees to keep up with inflation
Corson stressed that the present and anticipated
progress toward a balanced budget is bolstered by "a
new cost consciousness" throughout the University.
The only percentage decrease in budget among
Cornell's components is projected in the endowed
colleges at Ithaca, brought about by a different method of
presentation. Next year's budget of $103 million is down
5.1 per cent from the 1971-72 figure of $108.6 million.
The statutory colleges show a 3 3 per cent increase, to
$58 million from $56 million.
The Medical College at New York City budget is up 6.3
per cent, to $25.5 million from $24 million. The Medical
College anticipates a deficit of $374,000. but will draw
on its Budget Stabilization Reserve to meet the loss.
The School of Nursing at New York City is up 6.6 per
cent, to $840,000 from $788,000.
In preparing the budget for 1972-73. the University
introduced certain
new
budget concepts and
presentation formats aimed at obtaining more complete
information on special and general purpose funds. As a
result, "most fiscal responsibility units' performed a
more thorough analysis of their financial resources than
had been done in previous years," according to Samuel
A. Lawrence, vice president for administration.
Certain planning assumptions also were established to
guide budget preparations. Lawrence said these
included: enrollment would continue to grow at a modest
increase; alumni support would continue to grow; tuition
increase would be allowed under Phase II, and there
would be continued support from New York State
through the Bundy Plan. Failure to obtain either tuition
increases or Bundy money would require re-casting of the
budget in certain areas, Lawrence said
One of the major sources of increased income in the
1972-73 budget and in projected budgets is through
tuition increases. Next year tuition and fees for most of
Cornell's endowed colleges will increase by $200. a rate
comparable to that of many other major private
universities, said Lawrence.

Safadi Plan Opposed
Continued from Page 1
personnel on the New York City campus and seeking the cooperation
of Ithaca physicians, Tompkins County Hospital, state and other
governmental health agencies and the health services of Ithaca
College.
Such centers, the report said, were recommended in the Carnegie
commission's report on "Higher Education and the Nation's Health,"
although the commission identified Bmghamton and Utica as
suggested sites.
The committee rejected Dr. Safadi's proposal for various reasons.
According to the committee's report, a two-year medical program
would not provide "the integrated basic science and clinical
educational experience which the first two years of medical school
constitute in a modern institution." Such two-year programs are
being phased out, the report said, and it would be difficult, if not
impossible, to place students who had completed such a program in
four-year medical schools. Also, funding fo,r starting a two-year
program would not be available, the committee reported.
Dr. Luckey said that although the point was not made in the formal
report, "the development of a teaching facility at Tompkins County

13

When pressed for the exact nature of the tax problem.
Corson called on Stamp, who said there is not a
"particular, specific obstacle," but rather that the
University has adopted a position of proceeding slowly
•and cautiously to make certain Cornell is in compliance
with "a very technical statute."
In response to questions about when, to whom and for
how much CAL might be sold. Corson stated that "the
market's not very good for sale at the moment, though
we've talked to a number of conceivable buyers."
Corson was asked if, as an alternative to sale, the
laboratory could be put to other uses by the University.
He replied that about 25 per cent of CAL's work is in the
non-defense area, but it is difficult to expand this because
there is little money available for such work. Also, he said,
there are areas of the laboratory that would be of interest
• to Cornell's College of Engineering, but funds are not
available to make such a project practical
On the question of the future election of student
trustees. Gurowitz said the board had ruled that student
senators are qualified to elect a student trustee and are
expected to do so next month.
The board is required by a New York State law to
decide if student members of the University Senate are
"truly representative" of their constituencies before they
are authorized to elect one student trustee.
Gurowitz said that in his view the board ruled as it did
because most senators were elected before the law was
passed. Freshmen senators, who were elected by 31 per
cent of the vote, were also seen as meeting the criterion,
according Gurowitz.
Corson said that he and Gurowitz had explored the
entire matter with State Senator William Smith (R-Big
Flats) and others and that all agreed that such election
procedures were the business of the University.
The Governor's recent recommendations on the
financing of higher education "surprised" Corson. who
said the proposal endorsed the principles subscribed to
by private institutions in New York. However, Corson
pointed out that the reports expected in the near future
from the State Regents and the Task Force on the
financing of Higher Education in New York State will
present the total effect and cost.
Corson went on to say that while there would be no
reduction in financial aid at Cornell, more loans and work
are included and the "burden on the student is becoming
heavier." He added that more State scholarship support
is a logical way to ease the financial problems of private
universities. He also noted that Cornell is exploring many
forms of student loan plans.
Corson said he had not had time to interpret the report
of Dr. E. Hugh Luckey concerning a two-year medical
school in Ithaca, nor did he feel qualified to comment on
how medical personnel could be added in the area.
In response to a question on the report of the
ombudsman on the administration of COSEP, Corson
said that when the report is ready it will go initially to the
trustee-COSEP committee.
Asked for his reaction to the recent basketball
controversy, Corson said he "regretted it very much." He
said he felt the recommendations of the ombudsman's
committee were "eminently fair and sensible" and were
submitted to the parties with the understanding that the
report would not be made public if the problems were
worked out. He said he believed recent problems were
personal matters between the players and coaches anc
were being worked out on a personal basis.

Hospital would probably increase the per-diem cost of patient care at
the hospital by 20 to 40 per cent."
"We're going to have a hard time keeping our existing medical
schools open" because of a shortage of funds. Dr. Luckey said
yesterday. He stressed, however, that funding for the kind of health
educational center his committee proposed for Ithaca is available
both from the federal government and through a plan of the Health
Maintenance Organization.
• The committee suggested that Cornell explore other ways in which
it could use its resources for health education, including "the
development of a mechanism for orientation of Cornell students in
the many opportunities other than medicine in the health professional
field."
To these ends, the committee recommended that another
committee within Cornell be appointed to succeed the present
committee and to look into its recommendations.
The proposed committee also would make "an intensive inventory
of the unused capacities of the university which could be made
available for assistance in health education, including the broad
range of management, economic, and social skills."
The report also said the new committee should be concerned with
the development of programs in the allied health profession areas,
especially as they •could relate to the proposed School of Allied Health
Professions on Cornell's New York City campus.
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Seeks to Join Arts Colleges

1972 SPRING TERM DINING SERVICES
Hours of Service *

Female Studies Reworks Structure
The Female Studies Program continues to work
on a reformulation of its organizational structure in
an attempt to become a part of the College of Arts
and Sciences, according to Stephanie Seremetis,
office coordinator of the program.
The revisions are aimed at developing a structure
that would be acceptable to the Educational Policy
Committee (EPC) of the Arts College. An Arts
College faculty vote to determine the status of the
program in the college will take place after the
revised structure has been presented to the EPC.
Seremetis said the program's steering committee
will limit its agenda to the discussion of structure

Educational Innovation
Unit to Hold Hearing
The
Committee
on
Educational
Innovation of the Cornell University
Senate will hold a public hearing at 4 p.m
next Thursday in 246 Goldwin Smith Hall.
The committee is concerned with
problems and possibilities associated with
experimental educational projects. All
members of the Cornell community are
invited to attend.

through its meeting of Wednesday. Feb 9. A
meeting of the program and the EPC has not been
scheduled yet. she said.
In addition to reformulation of its structure, the
program
is currently
considering
several
candidates for the position of half-time director.
Although the position is funded for the spring term.
Seremetis indicated it would probably remain
unfilled until the fall term due to the difficulties
inyolved in locating a candidate able to assume the
position in mid-year.
The program will offer or endorse six courses for
the spring term, rather than nine, as previously
announced. Not being offered are: Human
Development and Family Studies 390. "Evolution
of the Female Personality: History and Prospects"
in the New York State College of Human Ecology;
Female
Studies
209.
"Domination
and
• Subordination" in the Center for International
Studies, and Female Studies 401, "The Black and
White Woman in America Since Slavery" in the
College of Arts and Sciences.
The Female Studies office, located in 120 E
Rand Hall, will be open 40 hours a week for the
spring semester, Seremetis said. Seremetis and
Amanda Means, who was hired for work half time
as office coordinator in October each expect to be
in the office 20 hours apiece

Biomedical Computer Terminal
Installed in Mann Library
Faculty and students at Cornell
now have direct and nearly
instantaneous access to one of
the
most
comprehensive
biomedical bibliographies in the
world through a computer
terminal installed last week in

Sage Notes
The tax status of the income
from fellowships seems to be
subject to the following
conditions (summarized in
simplified
terms):
(1)
Candidates
for
degrees
(regular graduate students):
fellowship income is not
taxable.
(2)
Non-degree
candidates (principally postdoctoral fellows): the nontaxable part of a fellowship
shall
be
limited
to
$300/month for a maximum
of 36 months. (Research
Associates are not fellows.)
The above rules apply to
fellowships originating in the
United States, but fellowships
originating
outside
the
country may have provisions
governed by an appropriate
international treaty.
The University interprets the
Internal
Revenue Service
rules for various graduate
student
assistantships as
given below. Students should
feel free to negotiate with the
Internal Revenue Service if
they feel they can present a
case for a different ruling. A
Graduate
Research
Assistantship is tax free, both
stipend and tuition and fees.
Teaching Assistants have
taxable stipends but tax free
fellowships of tuition and fees.
A Research Assistant's entire
award, both stipend and
tuition and fees, is taxable.

the Albert R. Mann Library
The terminal, which may be
used by anyone at a charge of
$10 a search, is linked to the
State University of New York
Biomedical
Communication
Network and its computer center
in Albany. The computer will
provide users with listings of
books, journals and articles on
biomedical
subjects.
The
computer will tell a researcher
where he can find all he wants to
know, for example, about
erythematodes,
myxoneuroma
and xylenobacillin.
Persons interested in using the
service should contact Henry
Murphy, Mann librarian. The
terminal is operated from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Monday through Friday
and is located in a small room off
the Reference Room on the
second floor of the library.
In addition to the faculty,
students and staff engaged in
many aspects of biomedical
research, study and work on
campus, it is expected the
bibliography service will be
useful to Tompkins County area
physicians
and
medical
personnel. The Cornell University
Libraries sent special notification
of the availability of the service to
as many area physicians and
medical personnel as possible.
According to Christian M
Boissonnas. librarian in charge of
Information
Systems
Clearinghouse for the University
Libraries, the terminal was
installed for a one-year trial
period with $7,200 in special
funds provided by the Office of
the University's Vice President
for Research. The $10 fee for
each search is based on an
estimated 700 to 800 usages of
the system over a year's period
and is aimed at having the

terminal support itself.
The Cornell Medical College in
New York City has been in the
network for nearly nine months
and has already used the system
nearly 600 times, he said The
network began operation in
1968
and
now
has
26
subscribers.

Hughes Halt

Reopens for Service, Thursday, January 20
Monday - Friday 7:30 AM - 1:30 PM.

Martha Van Rensselaer

Reopens for Service in Cafeteria, Thursday,
January 20
Monday - Friday 7:30 AM - 2:50 PM.
Vending Area Open 7 Days/Week
Open 6:00'AM - 11:00 PN.

North Campus Union

Reopens for Service Thursday, January 20
Monday - Saturday 7:00 AM - 11:00 PM
Sundays 9:00 AM - 11:00 PM.

Noyes Center

Reopens for Service "Wednesday, January 19
Monday - Friday 7:15 AM - 7:30 PM
Saturday - Sunday 9:00 AM - 7:00 PM.

Noyes Lodge

Reopens for Service Monday, January 2**
Monday - Saturday 7:00 AM - 8:00 PM
Sunday 8:00 AM - 8:00 PM.

Sage Hal 1

Reopens for Service, Thursday, January 20
Monday - Friday 7:30 AM - 6:30 PM.

The Pick Up

Reopens for Service, Thursday, January 20
7 Days/Week l|: 00 PM - 11:00 PM.

WiI lard Straight

Regular Service resumes Thursday, January 20
Monday - Saturday 7:15 AM - 10:30 PM
Sunday 8:00 AM - 10:30 PM.
Elmhirst Luncheon Buffet Reopens Monday,
January 24
Monday - Friday 11:30 AM - 2:00 PM.

Dairy Bar

Re-opens for Service January 2k
Monday - Friday 7:00 AM - 3:30 PM

Student Cafeteria - now open
Lunch: Monday - Friday 1 1:00 AM - 1:30 PM
Dinner: Reopens January 2k - Monday - Friday
5:00 - 7:00 PM
Main Dining Room reopens for dinner, January 19
Dinner: Monday - Friday 6:00 - 8:00 PM
Saturday
5:00 PM - 7:30 PM
Sunday
5:00 PM - 8:00 PM
Rathskeller reopens Monday, January 2k
Monday through Saturday
Lunch: 1I:<45 AM - 2:00 PM
Dinner: 5:30 AM - 8:00 PM
* The services and hours listed above are subject to adjustment according to
need and use of facilities with prior notice to the Campus Community.

Statler Hall

Africana Symposium
The Africana Studies and
Research Center at Cornell will
host a one-day symposium on
specialized African and AfroAmerican
library
collections
Saturday at the center.
The symposium, which will
begin at 9 a.m. and run until 5
p.m., will deal with the problems
of developing collections of

New Feminist Bibliography
Available in Uris Library
Persons interested in the
feminist viewpoint, both past and
present, will find their study
facilitated by a bibliography
recently compiled from materials
available
in Cornell's
Uris
Undergraduate Library.
The
17-page
bibliography
includes
books,
periodical
articles and tapes. The materials
are either in the library at the
present time or were on order
when the bibliography was
printed.
Joan Ormondroyd of the Uris

reference staff was primarily
responsible for compiling the list
She explained that items were
included in the bibliography if
they dealt with any aspect of the
struggle for women's liberation.
Titles include: "The Legal Rights
of Women," '.'The Women
Novelists" and "Women in
Greece, Civil Disobedience in
Antiquity."
A limited number of copies of
the bibliography are available
free of charge at the Uris
reference desk, she said.

African
and
Afro-American
materials Also it will present the
perspective of black scholars
who have had to deal with the
lack of
sources
in their
intellectual pursuit of material in
the area of African and AfroAmerican studies.
The four participants in the
symposium will be: Mrs. Jean
Carney Smith, head librarian.
Fisk University. Nashville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Dorothy Porter, director of
the
M o o r l a n d - S p i n g a rn
Collection at Howard University.
Washington. D C ; J. Saunders
bedding, the Ernest I. White
Professor of American Studies
and Humane Letters at Cornell,
and John Hendrik Clarke, visiting
professor of African history at the
Africana Center.
Students at the center will
participate, according to James
E. Turner, center director, and
directors and personnel from
African
and
Afro-American
studies
programs
in
the
surrounding area have also been
invited.

Career Calendar
Southern California. School of Theology at Claremont. announces Entrance Scholarships and
Merit Scholarships for students with a minimum B average. Application deadlines are February 1
and February 15 respectively. Contact: Hollis Hayward. Anabel Taylor Hall, 256-4224
Army and Air Force ROTC have programs for students with two years remaining in school,
undergraduate or graduate. Applications are transferable to other institutions. Air Force ROTC
provides $100 monthly and perhaps a scholarship. Army ROTC pays $50 monthly and. pending
legislation, a scholarship. Veterans should also check on the Air Force ROTC four-year program. See
ROTC offices in Barton Hall for^details. DEADLINE for Army: March 1. DEADLINE for Air Fdrce:
March 31.
TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES ABROAD: Taipei American School and The International School of
Kuala Lumpur. Malasia have position vacancies for the 1972-73 school year. Details are available at
the Career Center.
American Institute of Indian Studies announces fellowships in the ADVANCED LANGUAGE
TRAINING PROGRAM IN INDIA for summer 1972 and the academic year 1972-73. Application
Deadlines: January 30 and February 15.
Syracuse University School of Library Science trains librarians concerned with people and
information rather than books and buildings. There are five social scientists from various disciplines
on the faculty. Interviews will be at the Career Center February 7, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Sign up now.
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The Senate Page

Senate Calendar

The Senate Page is the official bulletin of the Cornell University
Senate. Publication is supervised by Ellen C Mandell, secretary of the
.Senate. 133frayHall. 256-3715.

Current Legislative Log
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lasolutlon Co Eiteod Educatlonsl
Opportunities for All Employe*
[A b i l l CO sxtend educational
opportunities for a l l aaployea.]
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Constitutional l«mtaint to Chsnse
Dates of Senate Toar
[A Constitutional flsjsnissnt to Chang*
Senate t e n s to run fros April 1 to
April 1, with annual elections to be
held la March.]

John Hardlnt

Iiuntl
Operations

Thursday. Jan. 27 - Public
Affairs Committee. 4:30 p.m..
261 Warren.
Friday. Jan. 28 - Committee on
Committees. 1:45 p.m.. Senate
Office.
Minority
and
Disadvantaged Interests. 3:00
p.m..
International
Lounge.
Willard Straight Hall.
Monday. Jan. 31 - Executive
Committee Agenda Meeting.
4:45 p.m.. Senate Office.
Tuesday. Feb. 1 - Trustee
Search Committee. 4:30 p.m..
Senate Office.
W:S:W::>:::::WSW:%^
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Bulletin Board
Sage Chapel Talk on 'Flower Power'
Ruth Rohlfs. president of the American Baptist Convention, will
speak on "Flower Power" at the Sage Chapel convocation Sunday at
11 a.m.
A native of Seattle. Wash.. Mrs Rohlfs has been active in various
church and community affairs there, She is a member of the Seattle
Peace Council and the Seattle Interracial Council and is a past board
member of the Seattle Urban League and American Friends Service
Committee.
Mrs. Rohlfs has served on the Baptist Washington State Women's
Board and on the national board of the American Baptist Home
Mission Societies. She currently is a member of the Baptist General
Council.
For 12 years Mrs. Rohlfs was a member of the national board of the
Young Women's Christian Association (YWCA) and was active in that
organization's local and regional work.

Opinion Poll on Acadmic Calendar Married Student Housing Office Moves
The Married Student Housing Office has been relocated from Day
The
Senate
Calendar
Committee is mandated to
assess opinion regarding the
academic calendar. One of
several means of doing such an
evaluation is the form at right,
which members of the University
community are urged to fill out
and return to the Senate Office.
Day Hall. Collection boxes will
also be available at the Straight.
North Campus Union, and Noyes
Center.
For background information,
please read the article on Page 2
of last week's Chronicle.

Which of the following semester calendars would you prefer?
CHECK ORE:
1.

The present early-start, early-finish calendar

2.

A calendar in which the fall semester la completed after the Christmas holidays

Human Ecology Peer Counseling
A group of students is staffing a Peer Counseling Office in Room N101. Martha Van Rensselaer during class registration problems (they
have a human ecology course file with student, references),
information and referrals to University and community organizations,
cutting through red tape, and other student problems.

COMfENTS

Use additional paper if needed:

Biology and Society Lecture

CHECK ONE:
Faculty

Student

Non-Academic

Staff

Other

PLEASE CLIP AND RETURN TO THE SENATE OFFICE, DAY HALL, THE STRAIGHT,
OR NORTH CAMPUS UNION.

Barton Blotter

Expensive Sound Equipment Stolen
A stereo receiver and a five band receiver. $400;
a stereo receiver and two speakers. $209; 30
record albums. $100; a stereo amplifier, an AMFM radio and cassette tape player unit and two
stereo speakers, $450. a tape player and several
tapes. $90; a tape recorder. $40. . . The list may
read like an inventory of a radio electronics store,
but it is an itemization of sound equipment thefts
on the Cornell campus—most of them within the
past week.
Nor were the thieves content to enter only
unlocked or unoccupied rooms. $450 of stereo
equipment was taken from the locked room of a
junior male student, and there were no signs of
forced entry, according to the Safety Division
report. Another student, a freshman girl, awoke to
find an unidentified male in her room. After he fled
she discovered her purse valued at $46.50 was
gone.
•«
One student was charged with criminal trespass
in Sage Infirmary at 1:15 a.m. Friday morning.
—The charge of criminal trespass was filed against
an Arts College junior male student after he refused
to leave Sage Infirmary. He demanded to be
allowed to see a female patient admitted earlier in
the evening. In addition to criminal trespass. Safety
reported the student was charged with criminal
possession of a dangerous drug. 6th degree He
was released on $200 bail pending a Friday
morning appearance in city court.
—A freshman woman living in the North Campus
dorm area scared off the intruder in her room when
she awoke and screamed. In a report filed with
Safety at 1:37 a.m. Saturday, she described the
person's clothing. Her purse, lying on a chair in her
room at the time of the entry, was missing.
—Although there were no signs of forced entry, a
sophomore male in the Arts College reported the
theft of a stereo receiver and two stereo speakers
worth $209. The items were taken Saturday
morning between 1:30 a.m. and 3:45 a.m. Several
articles of clothing were also stolen.
—Glass jars full of change provided ready targets
for thieves in two separate incidents. The first theft
occurred last Thursday when $20 in change was
taken from two glass jars in the room of a junior
male in University Halls 4. There were no signs of
forced entry. On Monday, $1 7 was reported stolen

Hall to the laundry building at Hasbrouck Apartments Persons who
wish to use the services of this office may call 256-5333 or may visit
the office any weekday between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.

from the Cornell Plantations field house on
Comstock Knoll. The money was for coffee funds.
Nothing else was missing.
—A rare South American bird, the Darwins Rhea.
was stolen from its enclosure at the Ornithology
Lab. between Jan. 15 and 17. according to a report
filed Monday. The bird is smaller than an ostrich,
which it resembles. Its value is estimated at
between $300 and $500 dollars.
—The women's hockey team reported the theft
Sunday of hockey jerseys, hockey pants, two dozen
hockey pucks and a baseball glove. The equipment,
valued at $60. was in a locked trunk in the junior
varisty locker room. The lock was broken.
—Four expensive cushions were stolen from the
third floor living room of Balch Hall, unit three after
4 p.m. on Jan. 18.

Fulbright-Hays
Awards Available

Thomas Eisner, professor of biology in the Division of Biological
Sciences, will discuss "Another World of Vision" in the next lecture of
the University's Biology and Society series.
Eisner's talk, which is open to the public, will be presented at 8
p.m. Monday in Alice Statler Auditorium. He will discuss the vision of
insects in the ultraviolet. The lecture is sponsored by the University's
Division of Biological Sciences; Cornell's Program on Science.
Technology and Society, and the New York State College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences.
The lecture will be broadcast over WHCU-FM at 10 p.m. Monday.

'What Does the Consumer Need?'
Prof Marjorie M. Devine. of the New York State College of Human
Ecology at Cornell, will speak on "What Does the Consumer Need?"
Tuesday in Bache Auditorium, Mallott Hall, at 7:30 p.m.
This lecture, second of the series of "Food Facts and Fads," is open
to the public.

Lecture on Ant Communication
The communication processes used by ants in maintaining social
stability in their societies will be discussed today by Bert Holldobler,
professor of biology at the University of Frankfurt in West Germany.
Holldobler's lecture, which will be illustrated with slides, will be
presented at 8 p.m. in Ives 120 on the Cornell University campus.
The German scientist's work, which includes investigation of the
chemical language of ants, has attracted wide interest. His work
includes studies of mechanisms whereby parasitic insect "guests"
that inhabit ant colonies manage to gain acceptance by their hosts by
imitating the chemical language of the society

War Resisters' League to Meet

The War Resisters' League of Ithaca will have its first public
meeting Thursday, Feb. 3, at 8 p.m. in the Memorial Room of Willard
The Committee on International Exchange of
Straight Hall. Jerry Coffin of the National WRL in New York City will
Persons has reported that applications for senior
open the meeting with a talk on reasons for war resistance, war
Fulbright-Hays awards for lecturing and research
resisters' leagues and what the political climate is for local WRL
during 1973-74 in about 80 countries will be
chapters Coffin has worked nationally with the War Resisters' League
accepted this spring. Educators who are U.S. by assisting local chapters across the United States in their
citizens and have doctorates or college teaching
organizing efforts.
experience are invited to indicate their interest by
Bill McCall from the local chapter of the WRL will describe what the
completing a registration form available from:
league might do in Ithaca and Tompkins county.
Senior Fulbright-Hays Program. 2101 Constitution
The meeting will then be open to a general discussion. Everyone is
Avenue. N W . Washington. DC. 20418.
encouraged to attend and those who have more than a passing
Registrants will receive information in time to
interest in war resistance and non-violence are especially invited. For
consider the possibilities and to apply before the
more information contact Robert Rovinsky 272-6310 or James
closing date. July 1. 1972 is the deadline for
Beske 27 3-4939.
applying for research awards, and that is the
suggested date for filing for lectureships.
The senior awards generally include a
The first musical performance of the second semester will be a
maintenance allowance in local currency to cover
piano recital presented by Nicholas Altenbernd, a graduate student in
normal living costs while in residence abroad and the University's Department of Music. The recital, scheduled for 4
round-trip travel for the grantee (transportation is
p.m. Sunday in Barnes Hall Auditorium, is free and open to the public.
not provided for dependents). For lecturers going to
Works to be performed are Alban Berg's "Sonata," Op. 1;
most non-European countries, the award includes a
Beethoven's "Sonata in E Minor." Op. 90; Chopin's "Three
dollar supplement, subject to the availability of
Nocturnes." and Debussy's "Seven Preludes" and "L'isle joyeuse."
funds, or carries a stipend in dollars and foreign
Altenbernd graduated from Cornell with a bachelor of arts degree in
currency, the amount depending on the
1969 and began graduate study in the music department this year
assignment, the lecturer's qualifications, salary,
He teaches piano privately in Ithaca.
and other factors.

Free Piano Recital Sunday
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Calendar
January 27-February 6
Thursday, January 27
10 a.m. I M C . Cornell Chapter. Coffee Hour. Room
700, Clark Hall. Speaker: Jack Rogers Topic:
Operation of Clark Hall.
4 p m. Open Reading. Fiction and Poetry. Temple of
Zeus. Goldwin Smith.
4:30
p.m.
Microbiology
Section
Seminar:
"Regulation
of
ox/dative phosphorylation
in
Escherichia coli." Prof. W P. Hempfling. Dept. of
Biology. University of Rochester. Room 105. RileyRobb Hall. Coffee at 4:15.
4:30 p.m. Food Science Seminar: "Waste — The
Unused Resources." Dr. Robert R. Zall. Assoc. Prof..
Food Science. Cornell Univ. 204 Stocking Hall.
Refreshments at 4:15
8 p.m. University Lecture: "Biology of Societies:
Communication in Ants." Bert Holldobler, Prof of
Biology. University of Frankfurt, Germany. Ives 120.
9 p.m. Film: King and Country. Noyes Third Floor
Lounge Sponsored by Noyes Center Board.

Friday, January 28
2-5 p.m. Video Tape Show. Memorial Room, Willard
Straight Hall. Sponsored by University Unions
Program Dept.
7 & 9:15 p.m 'Film: The Touch (1971). directed
'by Ingmar Bergman, with Elliott Gould. Bibi Andersson
Max von Sydow. Statler Auditorium Sponsored by
Cornell Cinema
7 & 9:15 p.m. 'Film: Gimme Shelter (1970) with
The Rolling Stones. WSH Theatre. Sponsored by
Cornell Cinema.
7 & 9:15 p.m. 'Film: Planet of the Apes (1968)
with Charlton Heston. Ives 120. Attendance limited to
Cornell Community. Sponsored by Cornell Cinema.
7:30 p.m. 'Gymnastics Meet - Springfield Barton
Hall.
9 p.m. Lecture: "Propertius." Steele Commager,
Prof, of Classics, Columbia Univ. Sage Graduate
Lounge. Sponsored by Dept. of Classics.

Saturday, January 29
2 p.m. 'Varsity Fencing - Binghamton. Teagle Hall.
5-7:30 p.m. 'Steaks Escape: A complete steak
dinner for $2.99. Hockey Fanatic Special! Show us
your reserved seat tickets or CUAA book for a free
glass of wine with your dinner. Statler Student
•Cafeteria.
6-8 p.m. 'Steaks Royale. A full course N. Y Strip
Steak dinner $5.00. Hockey fans show your reserved
seat tickets or CUAA Book for a free carafe of wine
with your dinner. Statler Main Dining Room.
7 p.m. 'Varsity Basketball - University of Buffalo
Barton Hall.
7 & 9:15 p.m. "Film: The Touch. Statler Auditorium
(See Jan. 28).
7 & 9 : 1 5 p.m. 'Film: Gimme Shelter. WSH Theatre
(See Jan. 28).
7 & 9:15 p.m. 'Film: Planet of the Apes Ives 120
(See Jan. 28)
7:30 p.m 'Film: Anand. Goldwin Smith D.
Sponsored by Cornell India Assoc.
8 p.m. 'Varsity Hockey - Dartmouth. Lynah Rink.
8:15 p.m 'Varsity Polo - Toronto Polo Club. Cornell
Riding Hall.

Sunday, January 30
11 a.m. Sage Chapel Convocation. Ms Ruth Rohlfs
of Seattle. Wash., president of the American Baptist
Convention.
2
p.m.
'Bisemester
Open Table Tennis
Tournament. Men's singles and novice. Players
seeded in men's singles may not play in novice class.
Trophies. Registration at 1:30 p.m. One event 75
cents. Sponsored by Cornell Table Tennis Club. Noyes
Third Floor Lounge.
4 p.m. Music Dept. Concert. Nicholas Altenbernd.
piano. Program: Berg. Sonata. Opus 1; Beethoven.
Sonata, Opus 90. in E minor; Chopin. Three
Nocturnes; Debussy, Seven Preludes; Debussy. L'isle
joyeuse. Barnes Hall Auditorium.

7 & 9:30 p m. 'Film: Juliet of the Spirits (1965).
Statler Auditorium Cornell Cinema, sponsor.

8:15 p.m. 'Varsity Basketball - Brown University.
Barton Hall.

Monday, January 31

Saturday, February 5

5-8 p m 'Continental Buffet (every Sunday).
Featuring Cornells only classical menu
For
reservations call 257-2500. Statler Main Dining
Room.
8 p.m. Biology and Society Lecture Series: "Another
World of Vision." Thomas Eisner, Prof.. Biology.
Neurobiology and Behavior. Statler Auditorium.

2 p.m. 'Varsity Fencing - Princeton Teagle Hall.
2 p.m. " Freshman Hockey - Oswego. Lynah Rink.
6:15 p.m. "Freshman Basketball - Mohawk Valley
Community College. Barton Hall.
8:1 5 p.m. 'Varsity Basketball - Yale. Barton Hall
8:15 p.m. 'Varsity Polo: Highview Polo Club.
Rochester Cornell Riding Hall
8:15 p.m. Music Dept. Concert. Ralph Kirkpatrick.
Harpsichord. Statler Auditorium.

Tuesday, February 1
7 & 9:30 p.m. 'Film: Anne of the Thousand Days
(1970). with Richard Burton and Genevieve Bujold.
Statler Auditorium. Cornell Cinema, sponsor.
7 p.m 'Folk Guitar Lessons with Phil Shapiro.
(Every Tuesday through March 7). Int'l Lounge.
Willard Straight Hall. Sponored by Program Dept of
University Unions.
7 p.m. " Lecture: "Black Panther Party Survival
Program" Bobby Seale. Bailey Hall Sponsored by
University Unions Program Dept.
7:30 p.m Food Science 150: Food Facts and Fads.
"What Does The Consumer Want?" Prof. Marjorie M.
Devine.
Human
Nutrition
and
Food.
Ives
120.

Wednesday, February 2
8 p.m. "Film: The Black Pirate (1926). starring
Douglas Fairbanks. Ives 120. Attendance limited to
Cornell Community. Cornell Cinema, sponsor.
8 p.m. "Varsity Hockey - Clarkson. Lynah Rink

Thursday, February 3
8 p.m. Lecture: War Resisters' League: "The Need
for Resistance and Organizing." Jerry Coffin. NYC.
War Resisters' League. Memorial Room. Willard
Straight Hall.

Friday, February 4
2-5 p.m. Video tape show. Sponsored by Univ.
Unions Program Dept. Memorial Room. Willard
Straight Hall.
'_
5:30 p.m. *WSH Dining Special. Ice Cream Spree.
Cafeteria. WSH
6:15 p m. "Freshman Basketball - Canton. Barton
Hall.
8 p m Lecture: "Christian Origins in Their Religious
Environment." Dr. Edwin M. Yamauchi. Prof. Ancient
History. Miami University. Oxford. Ohio. Sponsored by
Graduate Christian Forum. Ives 110
8 p.m. Bijou Theatre: Musical Theatre with singers
and skits. WSH Theatre. Sponsored by University
Unions Program Dept.
8 p.m. ' Freshman Hockey - Toronto Nationals.
Lynah Rink.

Conference
Continued from Page 5
will they interpret the New York State charter?
A: (Gurowitz) There will be two student trustees
elected, one by the student body, and that presents no
problem as yet. The other will be elected by the current
student members of the Senate. The trustees did discuss
that issue and said that the current student members of
the University Senate are qualified to participate in
electing that student trustee.
Q: These student senators were elected before the
amendment was approved, freshmen senators were not.
All of them were elected by less then 40 per cent of their
constituency. Does this mean that the trustees are
choosing to have a different account of what the
Legislature suggested?
A: (Gurowitz) I'll give my personal view on that. I don't
think that's the case My view of the proceedings is that
most — with the exception of the freshmen senators —
of the student senators were elected last year, something
like three or four months before the amendment was
enacted. The freshmen senators were elected this past
October by 31 per cent of the freshmen voting. The
trustees I think accepted that as being qualified to
participate in the elections which I think are in the middle
of February
A: (Corson) Let me clarify one point. The words of the
amendment say that the trustees elected by whatever
constitutency we are talking about, shall be elected by a

Sunday, February 6
1 1 a.m. Sage Chapel Convocation. Father Joseph
Pintauro of N.Y.C.. writer, poet and playwright.
2-6 p.m. Table Tennis Round Robin. Noyes Third
Floor Lounge.
2-4 p.m "Concert: The Buttermore Family and.
Black Diamond Blue Grass Band. Memorial Room,
Willard Straight Hall. Sponsored by Tompkins County
Friends of Blue Grass and Country Music.
4 pm. Music Dept. Concert: Elaine Sisman. piano.
Program: Sweelinck, Mein Junges Leben Hat Ein End;
Beethoven, Sonata. Opus 109 in E major; Griffes, The
White Peacock. Opus 7. no. I from Roman Sketches;
Brahms. Variations and Fugue on a Theme of Handel.
Opus 24. Barnes Hall Auditorium.

Exhibits
John M Olin Library: "Theodore Dreiser after One
Hundred Hears." Jan. 20 through March 18
Olin Library History of Science Collection: "Wine
Making."
Andrew Dickson White Museum: "The Civilization
of Llhuros." Jan 25-March 5. Hours: Tues through
Sat. 11 a.m.-5 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m Closed Monday.
WSH Art Lounge: "Athens Print Workshop." Feb 118.
Veterinary School Library Informal Reading Room.
Schurman Hall - "Veterinary Memorabilia." Exhibit by
John M. King. D.V.M. Instruments used in the past for
treatment and care of animals, and some early
instruments used in veterinary study Articles are the
beginning collection for a museum that Dr. King hopes
to open in Ithaca.
"Admission charged
Attendance at all events is limited to the approved!
seating capacity of the hall in which they are'
presented
All items for the Cornell Chronicle Calendar must be
submitted to the Office of Central Reservations.
Willard Straight Hall (either through the mails or by
leaving them at the Straight desk) at least ten days
prior to publication of the Chronicle The Calendar is
prepared for the Chronicle by the Office of Central'
Reservations.
truly representative fraction as determined by the
judgment of the trustees.
It was a suggestion that 40 per cent would be viewed
as representative That's not in the mandatory part of the
legislation.
Q: This is a two-part question on that topic. One is. I
would like to know whether the trustees have any
indication of what would happen if 40 per cent of the
student body did not turn out to elect a student trustee?
Also, have they checked out this procedure with Senator
William Smith who wrote the legislation?
A: Let me comment on Senator Smith and the
Legislature. Vice President Gurowitz and I did meet with
Senator Smith, with his legislative counsel, with the
counsel for the Senate Education Committee where the
legislation originated, and with the Executive Committee
of the Senate, sometime in the fall, November. We
explored everything in their minds. They told us that the
procedures were entirely our business, not their business.
We have had that discussion. They also pointed out that
its at the discretion of the trustees, the mandatory
language is the part that has to do with the discretion of
the trustees. I'll let Vice President Gurowitz answer the
other part of your question.
A: (Gurowitz) I think the trustees, at least in my
presence, or at least not formally, have not considered
what happens if there is less than 40 per cent. I would
hope that we will not have to consider that. I hope that
we will have 40 per cent all the way across the board and
show that we can run a truly representative election and
get the best qualified people in office I think that's a
bridge we cross when we come to it. if we come to it.

